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Summary
“Future Capital.  Impact and Implementation as perceived by the

Participants”

The “Future Capital” action forms part of Action
3 of the 2000-2006 Youth Programme
implemented by the Education and Culture
Directorate-General of the European
Commission.  Its aim is to financially support
individual initiatives by young people who have
completed their European Voluntary Service
(EVS). Future Capital projects can be carried out
in the volunteer's sending or host country or in a
participating country1, are as diverse in nature as
the EVS field of operation and may even be
profit-making.  As the action management is
decentralised, the National Agencies award a
maximum grant of €5000 through a national
selection panel responsible for determining the
eligibility of the projects submitted in
accordance with the action priorities. "Future
Capital" advisors from the National Agencies are
responsible for helping, advising and guiding ex-
volunteers during the various phases of their
projects:  grant application, interim waiting
period and implementation.  

This study, which is based on a postal survey, is
the first of its kind for the "Future Capital"
action.  It analyses a questionnaire produced
only in English, which was sent to Future
Capital participants for the period from January
1999 to September 2000 with the aim of
achieving two objectives: to measure the impact
of a Future Capital project on the ex-volunteers'
lives and to evaluate the institutional
implementation of the Future Capital action in
order to identify its strengths and weaknesses.
Utilisation of the results has also led to several
ideas and recommendations to make this action,
which is widely endorsed by the Future Capital
participants who responded to the questionnaire,
more effective.

                                                
1 The participating countries are: the 15 Member
States of the European Union, Iceland, Liechtenstein,
Norway, Bulgaria, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Estonia,
Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta, Poland, Rumania,
Slovak Republic, Slovenia.

371 Future Capital projects were approved
between the start of the "Future Capital" action
in January 1999 and September 2000.  74 Future
Capital project managers responded to the
questionnaire, which equals a 22% response rate.
All the National Agencies of the Member States
had approved at least one Future Capital project,
the Italian and German Agencies approving the
most with 98 and 61 projects respectively.
Information concerning Future Capital projects
originating in Iceland and Norway was not
available.  Candidate countries and third
countries have only been able to send volunteers
since the implementation of the 2000-2006
Youth Programme in the spring of 2000.  No
volunteers from these countries have been able
to participate in Future Capital, which is why
these countries are not included in this study.

Future Capital Participants who responded to
the Questionnaire

Who are the ex-volunteer participants in Future
Capital?

In line with EVS participants, the majority of
Future Capital participants who responded to the
questionnaire are female.  Their average age of
23 years and 9 months is higher than that of the
EVS volunteers established in the study entitled
“Volunteers’ Perceptions of the Impact of the
EVS in their lives”.  78% of the Future Capital
participants who responded to the questionnaire
are still at or have finished College/University,
34% were unemployed at the time of responding
to the questionnaire, 30% were students, 14%
were participating in a stage or traineeship and
18% were in paid employment.
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Regarding their EVS Projects:

The ex-volunteers who responded to the Future
Capital questionnaire had all initially planned to
carry out "long term" EVS projects.  Three
quarters of them completed their projects, and
18% even extended their stay with their host
organisations.  No-one completed an EVS
project with a duration less than half that initially
planned.  A large majority say they are (very)
satisfied with the quality of the EVS project
carried out.  Although 95% of the host countries
are "programme countries", the United Kingdom
was the preferred destination for ex-volunteers,
mainly for language reasons.

Future Capital Grant Application

Half of the ex-volunteers who responded to the
questionnaire learnt of the existence of Future
Capital in their sending countries, and 18% in
their host countries.  Three quarters of the
participants submitted their grant applications
less than 8 months after the end of their EVS
projects.  No-one submitted an application after
the deadline  -  two years starting from the end
of the voluntary work period -  which means that
this deadline appears to be adequate.  76% of the
ex-volunteers who responded to the
questionnaire made their grant applications in
their sending countries, and 18% in their host
countries.  Furthermore, 80% of them found the
grant application form easy to fill in.

Difficulties Encountered:

1. A general lack of experience in planning a
priori and in particular in budget
preparation;

2. A lack of information and advice;

3. A lack of clarity and precision on the form,
which is difficult to obtain.

Help & Advice Received:

25 ex-volunteers completed the grant application
forms by themselves and 13 considered the
possibility of external support to be (very)
important.  66% of the Future Capital
participants received external help mainly from
the National Agencies which approved their
projects.

The sending organisation and other Future
Capital participants were also able to assist with
support and advice.

The Interim Waiting Period

Three quarters of the ex-volunteers who
responded to the questionnaire received a
positive response from the National Agencies
within 2 months or less, although 9% had to wait
more than 5 months to know whether their
Future Capital projects were going ahead or not.
Half of the participants had to wait less than two
months to receive the first grant instalment (80%
of total), but 14% had not received anything in
the 5 months following approval of their
projects.  An additional difficulty can arise when
the participants wish to carry out their projects in
their host country because their subsistence costs
are often included in the Future Capital project
budget.

Typology:

20% of the ex-volunteers who responded to the
questionnaire carried out their EVS projects in
organisations whose principal activity is art and
culture.  The number of Future Capital projects
which only have an indirect link with the EVS
project is greater than the number of projects
which have a direct link with the EVS project.
Half of the Future Capital projects are classified
in Category P12, 30% in Category P2 and 14% in
Category P3.  Three quarters of the Future
Capital participants who responded to the
questionnaire are carrying out or have carried
out non-profit-making Future Capital projects.

Implementation of Future Capital Projects

Help & Advice Received:

                                                
2 Priority P1:  Projects aimed directly at other young people or
another social category including one-off projects those starting up
a new activity, which encourages local development, amount of
grant: ≤100% ;  Priority P2: One-off projects or personal
development projects as part of a specific project with the objective
to increase employability, amount of grant: ≤75% ;  Priority P3:
Personal development projects linked with the European Voluntary
Service but not as part of a wider integration project, amount of
grant: ≤50%.
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Only half of the ex-volunteers who responded to
the questionnaire received external help and
advice during the implementation of their Future
Capital project.  The majority are (very) satisfied
with the quality.  The support comes mainly
from the relevant National Agency and the
sending organisation.

Other Sources of Funding:

Half of the ex-volunteers who responded to the
questionnaire found one or more other sources of
funding in addition to the Future Capital grant.
The origin of these additional funds is either
private (family, friends, business, NGO,
foundation) or public (local authority, national
institution) and/or EVS participants
(sending/host organisations) or other unrelated
sources.  According to the questionnaires
received, however, banks have not supported any
Future Capital projects.

The Extra Benefits of a Future Capital Project
after an EVS Project.

A large majority of the ex-volunteers who
responded to the questionnaire rated their
experience with Future Capital (very) positively.
Many of them expressed the feeling of having
realised a dream, which would not have been
possible without the Community grant.  The
extra benefits of having developed a Future
Capital Project after the EVS experience are
extremely varied, as the positive effects can also
be cumulative:

- capital for the future: the acquisition of new
skills, a clearer idea of their academic /
professional future, an additional asset in the job
market;

- character development and definition: greater
independence, responsibility, self-confidence,
increased enthusiasm for challenges, the feeling
of having been useful by helping others:

- consolidation of skills acquired on EVS:
continuity with EVS, the opportunity for some
participants of staying in their host countries, the
implementation of the skills and knowledge
acquired during EVS.

Difficulties Encountered:

The positive response from the majority of the
Future Capital participants with regard to the
Future Capital action must not overshadow the
difficulties encountered throughout the projects,
in particular during implementation.  Sometimes,
the following obstacles appeared insurmountable
to some ex-volunteers and jeopardised the
realisation of their Future Capital projects:

1. a lack of information and advice, 

2. inadequate relations with the National
Agency and/or the sending/host
organisation,

3. the obligation to anticipate expenses,
particularly in the case of Future Capital
Projects developed in the host country,

4. the impossibility of covering the planned
expenditure when the project budget has
been approved by the National Agency,

5. problems in promoting the Future
Capital project to the media and the
public, 

6. inadequate language skills

Recommendations

Information:

• Better information on the Future Capital
action at all stages of the European
Voluntary Service.

• Inform the ex-volunteers about the
timetable for selection, publication of
results and initial funding as soon as
they contact "Future Capital".

• An information campaign by the
National Agencies and the European
Commission towards private/public
agencies, regional authorities and
foundations that award grants to young
project managers would allow better
integration of the Future Capital grant
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into the support mechanisms of the
participating countries. 

• Inform the Future Capital participants
of the opportunities to extend their
Future Capital projects. 

The Grant Application Form:

• Make the grant application form
available in electronic format on the
European Commission's Europa server
in the 11 official languages of the
European Union to all the local liaison
offices, the sending/host organisations
and also during each session for
training at the start, and for evaluation
half-way through and at the end of the
European Voluntary Service.

• Include the "Future Capital" guide.

The "Future Capital" Practical Guide:

• Consider the creation of a "Future
Capital" practical guide containing:

1)  Examples of project budgets,

2) A list for each participating country of the
public or private funding opportunities for
carrying out and extending the project.

• This guide would accompany the grant
application form and would be available
in EN/FR/DE in paper and electronic
format on the National Agency and
European Commission sites.

Help & Advice:

• Throughout his/her Future Capital
project, the participant must be able to
receive high-quality help and advice
from all the Future Capital participants
and the National Agencies in particular.
To this end, the "Future Capital"
advisory role of the sending and host
organisations should be increased.

• Consider the setting-up by the National
Agencies of workshops to assist with
grant applications and project
management training.

• Increase the supporting role of the
National Agency in the host country for
participants carrying out their Future
Capital projects in their host countries.

• Bring together as many Future Capital
participants and ex-volunteers as
possible to obtain an exchange of
experience and good practice,
particularly through collaboration with
the network of ex-volunteer associations.

Deadlines:

• Keep the deadlines for National Agency
response (less than 3 months) and for
the payment of the first Future Capital
grant instalment as short as possible.

• Priority could be given to Future
Capital projects for development in the
host country of the ex-volunteer so that
he/she does not have to meet expenses
from his/her own pocket.

Institutional Implementation:

• Clarification of the eligibility criteria for
Future Capital and classification of
projects according to the stated
priorities is desirable.

• Since Future Capital is a personal
initiative by ex-volunteers, avoid
recovery of Future Capital to the benefit
of the sending/host organisation and
ensure that Future Capital does not
allow concealment of the employment of
an ex-volunteer in the sending/host
organisation.
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Introduction

The European Voluntary Service

The European Union Youth Policy has been implemented by the Education and Culture
Directorate-General through the Youth Programme3 since 2000.  This programme has a budget
of 590 million euro for the period 2000-2006 and is subdivided into five actions:

- "Youth for Europe" exchanges,
- European Voluntary Service,
- Youth (Group) Initiatives,
- joint actions
- support measures

The European Voluntary Service (EVS) allows young people to do voluntary work for a
maximum of one year in another participating country4.  The volunteers thus have the
opportunity to discover another culture by living in a local community, learning the language of
the host country, receiving training in a social, cultural or environmental activity and gaining in
maturity and self-confidence.  No criterion other than age  -  a volunteer must be between 18
and 25 years of age  -  can prevent a young person from carrying out European Voluntary
Service.  The programme objective is to allow those who so wish to participate in an informal
educational project, with disadvantaged young people representing a priority population
category.

The volunteers acquire new experience, skills and knowledge through the activities of their host
projects.  They may also start to think about their academic and/or professional future.  New
ideas for projects or additional training, sometimes linked directly to their EVS projects, emerge
and develop in the volunteers' minds.  Therefore, the European Commission has progressively
implemented the Future Capital grant in order to give them the opportunity to transform these
ideas into actual projects.

                                                
3 Legal reference: Decision No 1031/2000/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 13 April 2000, OJ L117 of 18/05/2000.

4 The participating countries are: the 15 Member States of the European Union, Iceland, Liechtenstein, Norway, Bulgaria, Cyprus, Czech
Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta, Poland, Rumania, Slovak Republic, Slovenia.
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Future Capital 

The origin of the Future Capital grant goes back to 1998, the year after the pilot phase of the
European Voluntary Service action.  At that time the participants were considering the most
effective and formative method to guide the volunteers who had completed their period of
voluntary work.  The European Commission came up with the idea of involving the ex-
volunteers in a creative process using their initiative.  They therefore made financial help
available to them so that they could develop suitable ideas and put to good use the experience
acquired during their voluntary work.

The Future Capital grant is not a loan; a condition of the award is the co-funding contribution
stated in the budget which the ex-volunteers must present in their grant application.  Its aim is to
facilitate the securing of other sources of funding from the various administrative levels of a
Member State.  Its originality in relation to other European Union aid lies in the fact that this
grant supports the individual initiatives of the volunteers.  In order to benefit from it, they must
have completed at least half of their voluntary service and submitted their application within a
maximum of 2 years from the end of the project.  With a maximum duration of one year, the
projects are very diverse:  they may take place in social, environmental, cultural, educational or
even economic fields since the creation of a profit-making activity is eligible for Future Capital.
They may take place in the sending or host country or in another Member State.

The initial meetings of the national selection committees took place in January 1999 and
marked the inclusion of Future Capital in the biannual programming period of the European
Voluntary Service.  Future Capital is an initiative which has attracted numerous ex-volunteers
according to the very positive feedback from the participants themselves during seminars5 and
field visits6 arranged by SOS, Structure for Operational Support, which is responsible for
monitoring the implementation of the action as a whole.  The European Commission decided to
award Future Capital full status by including it in Action 3 of the new Youth Programme.

Three priorities (P1, P2, P3) based on the nature of the projects determine the award of the
Future Capital grant, which has a maximum value of €5000:

P1: projects aimed directly at other young people or at another social category, including one-
off projects or those starting up a professional activity, which encourages local development;

P2: one-off projects or personal development projects as part of a specific project with the
objective to increase employability;

P3: personal development projects linked with the European Voluntary Service but not as part
of a wider integration project.

Class P1 projects may receive 100% of the Future Capital grant, class P2 are entitled to 75% of
the Future Capital grant and class P3 to 50%.  It is the National Agencies of the participating
countries which manage Future Capital on a decentralised basis and therefore receive the grant
applications from ex-volunteers.

Some examples of these projects are given in this study.  

                                                
5 “A Chance for the Future: Initiatives of young people after the EVS”, Deutsches Büro Jugend für Europa, Dresden, 27-30 May 1999 ;
“Young Resources for the Future”, Centro di Iniziativa Europea, Milan, 11-14 November 1999 ; “Seminario de formaçión sobre Capital
Futuro”, Asociación CP’AC, Coma-Ruga, 17-21 April 1999.

6 From April 1999 to March 2000, SOS made 9 specific field visits to ex-volunteers carrying out Future Capital projects.   These do not
include the numerous SOS visits to EVS host/sending projects which also facilitate better understanding of Future Capital implementation in
the field. 
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The Future Capital Study

In order to know more about the views of the European Voluntary Service participants, SOS
carried out three studies to ascertain the opinions and comments of the volunteers and the
sending and host organisations.  The following are available from SOS and the European
Commission:

- “Volunteers’ perceptions of the Impact of the European Voluntary Service in their
lives”, September 1999,

- “EVS: The Hosting organisations perspectives”, December 1999,

- “EVS: The Sending organisations perspectives”, December 2000.

A study based on a postal survey has been carried out regarding Future Capital for the first time.
371 Future Capital projects were approved between the start of the Future Capital action in
January 1999 and September 2000.  Some have not yet started, others are still in progress and
others have been completed.  Therefore, it is useful to study in depth the effects of this action on
the participants in order to understand its strengths and weaknesses, analyse the difficulties
encountered by ex-volunteers and consider possible ways to improve the implementation of
Future Capital.

Objectives

The Future Capital questionnaire7 was intended exclusively for Future Capital participants for
the period from January 1999 to September 2000.  Its aim is to ascertain their point of view on
their experiences.  The questions asked are derived from the monitoring activities carried out by
SOS since January 1999 and are divided into two categories:  1) the participants' reactions to the
impact of Future Capital on their own lives.  2) questions on the institutional implementation of
the action itself i.e. on their relationships with all the participants:  the sending and host
organisations, the National Agencies and SOS.

More specifically, the questions, that this study wished to answer were as follows:

a) Impact:
- What is the added value of the Future Capital project for the participants after a period of

European Voluntary Service of 6 - 12 months abroad?
- To what extent were the participants able to consolidate their career choices and the skills and

knowledge acquired during their EVS projects?

- Is Future Capital an additional asset recognised by potential employers?

b) Institutional Implementation:
- Is the institutional support provided adequate and does it meet the participants' expectations?

- Did the participants succeed in finding other sources of funding for their Future Capital
projects?

- What difficulties were encountered during the planning and implementation phases of the
project?

                                                
7 See Annex 1 for a copy of the questionnaire.
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Methodology

The questionnaire:

The panel to which the study refers comprises all the ex-volunteers who had their Future Capital
projects approved in September 2000 at the latest.  This group comprises 371 units in total.  As
information on all the Future Capital participants was not available in a single database, this
information was transmitted by the National Agencies.  We do not know the number of Future
Capital projects which had been submitted and for which the national selection panels had
refused to award a grant.

Apart from the impossibility of sending the questionnaire to 11 ex-volunteers whose addresses
were not available, 21 questionnaires were returned because of an error in the address.
Therefore, the study of the response rate refers to 339 questionnaires which were actually
received by the addressees.  74 Future Capital project managers responded to the questionnaire,
which equals a 22% response rate.  It should be noted that this response rate is well above the
average response rate for a postal survey (less than 10).

As illustrated by the table below, the number of projects approved by the National Agencies
shows that 2 countries are very active:  Italy (98 projects) and Germany (61 projects).
Numerous questionnaires were therefore expected from ex-volunteers who carried out their
Future Capital projects in these 2 countries.  France and Spain follow with 39 and 37 approved
projects respectively.

Candidate countries and third countries have been able to send volunteers since the
implementation of the Youth Programme in spring 2000.  The first volunteers from these
countries have left only recently or are starting to leave and no-one has yet been able to
participate in Future Capital.  This is the reason why they are not included in this study.

Female % Male % Total
AT (Austria) 5 83% 1 17% 6
BE-de (Belgium) 1 100% 0 0% 1
BE-fr (Belgium) 1 20% 4 80% 5
BE-nl (Belgium) 4 57% 3 43% 7
DE (Germany) 36 59% 25 41% 61
DK (Denmark) 6 100% 0 0% 6
ES (Spain) 22 59% 15 41% 37
FR (France) 25 64% 14 36% 39
GR (Greece) 13 68% 6 32% 19
IE (Ireland) 9 90% 1 10% 10
IT (Italy) 57 58% 41 42% 98
IS (Iceland) 0 0% 0 0% 0
LU (Luxembourg) 1 50% 1 50% 2
NL (Netherlands) 7 64% 4 36% 11
NO (Norway) 0 0% 5 100% 5
PT (Portugal) 5 45% 6 55% 11
SE (Sweden) 4 50% 4 50% 8
SF (Finland) 8 50% 8 50% 16
UK (United Kingdom) 14 48% 15 52% 29
Total 218 59% 153 41% 371

Table 1 – Distribution of Future Capital participants by country and by sex

The questionnaire was developed in several stages. The SOS developed a version of the Future
Capital questionnaire which was then sent to 3 Test Groups:
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- Group 1:  all the SOS representatives plus the European Commission Youth Unit

- Group 2:  8 ex-volunteer participants in Future Capital

- Group 3:  4 National Agencies (DE, FR, NL, PT)

Each group has therefore had the opportunity to react and suggest modifications.  Besides Test
Group 1, only the Dutch National Agency and 4 volunteers actually made very specific
comments which contributed to an improvement in the quality of the questionnaire.  After
approval by the European Commission, the final version of the questionnaire was sent out on
23 October 2000.

The questionnaire comprises 5 parts:

- Part 1 covers the volunteers themselves: age, nationality, level of education, EVS project
carried out.

- Part 2 concerns the Future Capital project planning period: the first source of information on
Future Capital, the difficulties encountered with the grant application, the help and advice
received and the amount of the grant awarded.

- Part 3 analyses the content and implementation of the Future Capital project: activity sector,
nature of activity, help and advice received during implementation, other sources of funding.

- Part 4 deals with the impact of the Future Capital project on the volunteer: added value in
relation to the EVS project.

- Part 5 covers the obstacles and difficulties which the ex-volunteers had to face throughout the
various stages of their Future Capital projects; it also creates a forum for dialogue to
encourage all types of comments.

As the questionnaire was only available in English, the language barrier represented an
additional obstacle for the Future Capital participants who do not speak this language.
According to 3 ex-volunteers who responded to the questionnaire, the questionnaire should also
exist in other languages and not just English.  "Is it possible to have the questionnaires in our
own language? asked a French female volunteer.  "If the questionnaires were in French for a
French-speaking person, the responses would have been clearer" remarked a French male
participant.

Data Analysis 

The questionnaire contains 39 questions, of which 35 are closed questions and 4 are open
questions.  In the closed questions, the respondents were able to answer by selecting a single
response (30 questions) or two responses (5 questions) from those suggested.  The responses
were transferred into an Access database created by SOS. The information requested has been
used to compile statistics and graphs which illustrate this report and are the basis of the study.
In the open questions, the Future Capital participants had the opportunity to express their
opinions and make comments either freely or from a leading question on a specific subject.

Where useful, SOS has also formulated, for each question, recommendations and conclusions
aimed at improving the procedures and the implementation of the Future Capital action.  These
conclusions and recommendations are summarised in a separate section at the end of the study.
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Section A: Ex-volunteers

Question A-1: What is your sex ?

68% of the volunteers who responded to the questionnaire are female and 32% male. The
difference is more significant than the initial panel of 371 Future Capital participants which
comprises 59% females and 41% males.  The proportion of females and males who participate
in the European Voluntary Service is less pronounced.

Distribution by sex

68%

32%

homme
femme

Graph 1 – Distribution of volunteers by sex

Key:
homme male
femme female

Question A-2: What is your nationality ?

When the questionnaire was sent out in October 2000, volunteers from candidate countries or
third countries were not able to benefit from Future Capital.  Therefore, they are not included in
this study.  Furthermore, at that time and according to information received through the
National Agencies, no Icelandic or Norwegian volunteers had started a Future Capital project
and therefore no volunteers of these nationalities could receive a copy of the questionnaire.

57% of the Future Capital participants who responded to the questionnaire are either
Italian (20%), German (19%) or French (18%).  These three nationalities are actually the
best represented among European Voluntary Service volunteers and Future Capital grant
participants.  It should be noted that the number of responses from Italian volunteers could have
been higher, taking into account the very high number of projects approved by the National
Agency (98 projects in September 2000).
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Country No. %
Germany 14 19%
Austria 3 4%
Belgium 3 4%
Denmark 1 1%
Spain 6 8%
Finland 2 3%
France 13 18%
Greece 6 8%
Ireland 0 0%
Italy 15 20%
Luxembourg 0 0%
Netherlands 1 1%
Portugal 5 7%
United Kingdom 3 4%
Sweden 2 3%
Total 74 100%

Table 2 – Nationality of volunteers who responded to the questionnaire

Question A-3: How old were you when you applied for Future Capital?

69% of the Future Capital participants who responded to the questionnaire were more than 23
years old and 49% were in the 23 - 25 year age group.  As a Future Capital project is carried out
within 2 years after the return of the volunteer from his/her European Voluntary Service project,
it is quite normal that the average age of Future Capital participants (23 years and 9
months) is higher than that of the EVS volunteers8.  Nevertheless, to the extent that the
volunteer is entirely responsible for his/her project and the grant awarded, developing a Future
Capital project requires a certain maturity which is often acquired with age and experience.

Participation in the European Voluntary Service, with a maximum duration of one year, may be
carried out up to the year of the volunteer’s 25th birthday.  The Future Capital grant application
may not be made more than 2 years after the end of the EVS.  Therefore, the age limit for
participation in Future Capital is the year of the volunteer’s 27th birthday.

Recommendation:

• It would be useful to state an age limit (27) for participation in Future Capital in the
European Commission "guidelines" on implementation of the action.

                                                
8 The average age of the volunteers, who responded to the survey “Volunteers’ perceptions of the impact of the European Voluntary Service
in their lives” (September 1999) is 21. 
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Age of volunteers
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Graph 2 – Age of volunteers when applying for Future Capital grant 

Key:
ans years

Question A-4: What is the current status of your Future Capital project?

The Future Capital study covers all the projects approved between January 1999 and September
2000.  48% of the projects had been completed at the time of the survey and 45% were still
in progress.  The ex-volunteers are therefore in a position to tell us about the difficulties
encountered during each stage of their Future Capital projects:  planning, interim phase awaiting
a response, implementation.

Current status of Future Capital project
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Projet terminé Projet en cours Projet non débuté

Graph 3 –Current Status of Future Capital Project

Key:
Projet terminé Project completed
Projet en cours Project in progress
Projet non débuté Project not yet started
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Question A-5: What level of education did you have when you applied to Future
Capital?

At the time of the survey, 39% of the ex-volunteers who responded to the questionnaire had
finished College/University and 30% were still at College/University.  This figure is linked to
the higher average age of the Future Capital project managers.

If the level of education is neither a criterion for participation in European Voluntary Service
nor a condition for obtaining a Future Capital grant, we note all the same that young people
who have finished -  or are still at  -  College/University (78% of volunteers) participate in
Future Capital in larger numbers.  It is a trend which we also find for young people who do
European Voluntary Service.

We could imagine that these young people benefit from better access to information, have
greater self-confidence and pass through the difficult phase of Future Capital project
conceptualisation and planning with less difficulty and are able to find financial or logistical
support more easily.

Recommendation:

• In view of the attention which should be given to disadvantaged young people to facilitate
their participation in the Youth Programme, it would be useful to start thinking about how to
improve access to Future Capital for EVS ex-volunteers who do not go to College/University

Level of education
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Graph 4 – Level of education

Key:
Etudes supérieures achevées Had finished College/University
Toujours en études supérieures Was still at College/University
Etudes supérieures inachevées Had left College/University unfinished
Etudes secondaires achevées Had finished school
Actuellement en études secondaires Was still at school
Etudes secondaires inachevées Had left school unfinished
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Question A-6:  What were you doing when you applied to Future Capital? 

At the time of applying to Future Capital, 34% of ex-volunteers were unemployed, 30% were
students, 14% were in a stage or traineeship and 18% were already in employment.  It
seems easier to be able to develop a Future Capital project and look for a job or pursue studies
at the same time, as people in this situation appear to be more in control of their time than those
in employment.

We could suggest that carrying out a Future Capital project whilst looking for a job is a means
of adding more professional experience to a curriculum vitae.  Therefore, the volunteer is more
able to find a job by showing a potential employer his/her capacity to manage all the phases of a
project.  But giving the participant additional knowledge and skills which make them more
suitable for employment is not the aim of all Future Capital projects.  Future Capital has also
served for enjoyment in a useful manner.  This German male participant recalls:  "I went to
Ghana in West Africa for my EVS and there I met Emmanuel Kumar, a percussion teacher.  He
taught me traditional percussion, the Panlogo.  With the help of Future Capital I produced a
catalogue of musical scores and a CD to disseminate these rhythms.  I have been able to return
to Ghana and meet Mr Kumar again in order to give him copies of the catalogue and so that he
can recruit new pupils to experience his Palongo work.  During my second stay I trained again
in the traditional rhythms and culture of the Ghanaian tribes."

Personal Situation of Ex-volunteers

30%

14%
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34%

5%
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En stage/formation

Employé(e)

Sans emploi

Non précisé

Graph 5 – Personal Situation of the ex-volunteers when they applied to Future Capital 

Key:
Non précisé Not specified
Sans emploi Unemployed
Employé(e) Employed
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Etudiant(e) Studying
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Question A-7:  If you were looking for a job when you applied to Future Capital,
how would you qualify your search?    

According to the previous question, 34% of Future Capital participants were unemployed at the
time they made their grant applications, i.e. 25 people.

Of the 26 ex-volunteers who responded to Question A-7, 22 were actively looking for a job
whereas 4 were not.  Among the Future Capital participants who responded to the questionnaire,
there were more who wanted to work as soon as possible than who were less active in their
search.

Search for employment

22

4

0 5 10 15 20 25

En recherche
active

En recherche non
active

Graph 6 –Were you actively/not actively looking for employment?

Key:
En recherche non active Not actively looking
En recherche active Actively looking

Question A-8: What was the planned duration of your EVS?

Preliminary Remarks:  Application for a Future Capital grant is open to any ex-volunteer who
has completed at least half of his/her EVS project.  In accordance with the principle of equal
opportunities for all young people, which constitutes one of the founding principles of the EVS
action, young people who have carried out "short-term" EVS projects, i.e. less than 3 months
duration, have the right to become Future Capital project managers in the same way as ex-
volunteers who have carried out "long-term" EVS projects of between 6 and 12 months
duration. The majority of these young people have greater disadvantages in their lives, which do
not permit them to become involved in "long-term" projects to start with.

However, it should be noted that the "short-term" EVS strand only really started in 1999 and
only affected a very small number of young people.  Therefore, it is plausible that none of the
ex-volunteers who responded to the questionnaire had planned to carry out a "short-term" EVS
project.  This finding should be compared with the one above where 69% of the Future Capital
participants, who responded to the questionnaire had finished or were still in College/University
at the time.

The ex-volunteers who responded to the questionnaire had all initially planned to carry
out "long-term" EVS projects, i.e. more than 6 months.  50% of them signed up for projects
lasting 6 months, 23% for projects lasting between 6 and 12 months and 24% for projects
lasting one year.
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Recommendation:

• Ideas to facilitate and encourage Future Capital grant applications from ex-volunteers who
have carried out "short-term" projects would be very useful.

Planned Duration of EVS Project 
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Graph 7 –Planned Duration of EVS Project

Key:
Mois Months
Non précisé Not specified

Question A-9:  What was the actual duration of your EVS project?

76% of the Future Capital participants completed their EVS projects.  18% even extended
their stay within their host organisations, a sign that their experience was positive and that
they did not wish to end it immediately.  Future Capital could thus seem to be the logical
continuation of the EVS experience, the way to transform a successful experiment and to realise
an idea which emerged and developed during the period of voluntary work by putting the skills
and knowledge accumulated into practice.  

7% of the respondents curtailed their EVS projects but nevertheless started a Future Capital
project.  It is impossible to know the reasons why these 5 volunteers left their host projects half
way through their planned duration.

None of the ex-volunteers who responded to the questionnaire carried out an EVS project
where the duration was less than half of that originally planned, a situation which fulfils the
criterion for obtaining the Future Capital grant, which stipulates that the ex-volunteers must
have completed at least half of their project.

Actual Duration of EVS Project 
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Graph 8 – Actual Duration of EVS Project 

Key:
Inférieure à la moitié Less than half
Egale à la moitié Half
Séjour complet Complete stay
Séjour prolongé Extended stay

Question A-13:  How would you rate your EVS Project?   

For a similar question, the study entitled "Volunteers’ perceptions of the impact of the European
Voluntary Service on their lives” had identified an 89% satisfaction rate for participation in the
EVS project by the volunteers:  32% stated that overall they had had a good experience and
67% a very good experience.  In this study, 90% of the ex-volunteers who responded to the
questionnaire say they were very satisfied (66%) or satisfied (24%) with the EVS project
in which they participated.  In both cases, the proportion of volunteers who rated their
experience positively is therefore roughly identical.  

We could assume that an initial (very) positive EVS experience stimulates and motivates the
volunteer on returning to his/her sending country as much as in his/her wish to remain in the
host country.  The circumstances are favourable to the planning and realisation of a Future
Capital project than in the event of failure.

Recommendation:

• Ensure that those young people with a less positive experience of voluntary work are not
discouraged and that they also benefit from the opportunities offered by Future Capital.

Rating of EVS Project
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Graph 9 –Rating of the EVS Project Quality

Key:
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Question A-10:  What was your sending country?

In line with the statistics on the nationality of ex-volunteers, those on the sending countries
confirm that three countries sent almost two thirds of the volunteers who responded to the
questionnaire:  Germany (20%), Italy (20%) and France (18%).

In the vast majority of cases, the nationality of the volunteers who responded to the
questionnaire coincides with their sending country.  Of these, only one male volunteer did not
have the nationality of his sending country.  This volunteer is Portuguese and he went from
Germany to do his EVS in Luxembourg.

Sending Country No. %
Germany 15 20%
Austria 3 4%
Belgium 3 4%
Denmark 1 1%
Spain 6 8%
Finland 2 3%
France 13 18%
Greece 6 8%
Ireland 0 0%
Italy 15 20%
Luxembourg 0 0%
Netherlands 1 1%
Portugal 4 5%
United Kingdom 3 4%
Sweden 2 3%
Total 74 100%

Table 2 –Ex-volunteers' Sending Country

Question A-11:  What was your host country?

The United Kingdom was the preferred destination of 22% of the ex-volunteers who
responded to the questionnaire.  Of these 16 people, 6 are Italian and 4 German. Under the
auspices of the EVS Programme, the British host organisations are in the most demand by far
and are not able to accept all the volunteers who apply due to a lack of available places.
Regardless of the nature of the host project, many of the young volunteers actually want to
perfect their English because they are aware of the position of this language in international
relations today.

The choice of this destination could therefore be perceived as the desire of ex-volunteers to
make use of their stay by selecting first of all the country and therefore the language and then
the nature of the host project.  We could pursue a similar line of reasoning in order to consider
the 14% of the participants who responded to the questionnaire who went to Germany, knowing
moreover that the German community tradition and the impact of civil society in this country
are strong and may constitute a model.  

Italy has hosted 12% and Spain 9% of the ex-volunteers who responded to the questionnaire, a
sign of the attraction of Latin countries.  It should be noted that Scandinavian countries also
constitute a preferred destination for the ex-volunteers, since 9% of them went there.
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95% of the host countries are "programme countries”9, to distinguish them from "third
countries", which represent 4% of the destinations of the respondents.  Nevertheless, three
respondents carried out their EVS projects in these third countries.  A Belgian male ex-
volunteer went to Palestine, an Italian female ex-volunteer to Bosnia-Herzegovina and another
female to Peru.

Country No. %
Germany 10 14%
Austria 3 4%
Belgium 2 3%
Denmark 1 1%
Spain 7 9%
Finland 4 5%
France 4 5%
Greece 4 5%
Ireland 2 3%
Italy 9 12%
Luxembourg 2 3%
Norway 2 3%
Netherlands 0 0%
Portugal 1 1%
United Kingdom 16 22%
Sweden 3 4%
Programme Country70 95%
Bosnia-Herzegovina1 1%
Palestine 1 1%
Peru 1 1%
Third Country 3 4%
Not specified 1 1%
Total 74 100%

Table 3 – Ex-volunteers' Host Country

Question A-12:  In which strand of the EVS did you participate?

Preliminary Remarks:  

Within the EVS and Youth Programmes, two management methods have been implemented by
the European Commission:

-  the centralised strand:  the projects are managed and funded directly by the European
Commission (multilateral projects, projects with third countries etc.),

-  the decentralised strand:  the projects are managed and funded by the National Agencies, to
whom the Commission has entrusted a budget allocation (bilateral projects).

                                                
9 See Note 2 for the list of countries participating in the programme.
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57% of the ex-volunteers questioned are unaware of the strand of the EVS project in which they
participated.  This information actually relates more to the administrative implementation of the
European Voluntary Service which concerns the sending/host organisations and the institutional
partners.  It is impossible for us to accurately define the existence of a real trend amongst the
ex-volunteers who responded to the questionnaire.
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Graph 10 –  EVS Project Strands 
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Section B: The Grant Application

Question B-14:  How did you first hear about Future Capital?   

56% of the initial sources of information on Future Capital are in the ex-volunteers'
sending countries: 30% are the sending organisations and 26% the National Agencies.  The
available information does not indicate whether the ex-volunteers obtained this information
prior to their departure, during their EVS project or only upon their return.

Only 18% of the ex-volunteers learnt of the existence of the Future Capital grant in their
host countries, 14% through the host organisations and 4% through the National Agencies.

We cannot assume in either case that these information sources had an influence on the country
in which the ex-volunteers made their Future Capital applications and carried out their projects.

This female participant testifies:  "During a Future Capital seminar I received numerous
positive stimuli.  The idea of writing a book about Finland was born.  I said to myself:  "Why
not?  Have a go!  A few weeks later I looked for partners and then I filled in the application
form.  That was it!"

The exchange of information between volunteers is essential and represents a special incentive
for ex-volunteers enquiring about Future Capital. However, none of the 74 ex-volunteers who
responded to the questionnaire said they had been informed about Future Capital by an ex-
volunteer.  The ex-volunteers are far from unwilling to share their experiences.  A Greek
female participant said on this subject:  "I put in a lot of time, energy and enthusiasm, so I really
need to share my experience with other people."

Recommendations:

• For the sake of improved publicity regarding the initiative, a general information campaign on
Future Capital should be implemented at all stages of the European Voluntary Service project:
initial training, EVS project development, evaluation seminars halfway through and at the end.
The more information is disseminated in advance, the more time the volunteer has to think and the
more likely he/she is to find help and advice from his/her associates. 

• The organisations and National Agencies in the host country have an equally important role to
play especially for the ex-volunteers who carry out their Future Capital projects in the host
country.

• It would be useful to invite Future Capital participants to various evaluation seminars so that they
can speak to young people who are still participating in EVS and share their experiences with
them.
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• We could also consider the creation of a network of Future Capital participants which is easily
visible and accessible and which would work in collaboration with the network of ex-volunteer
associations which are currently being set up.  Such a network could meet annually at European
level and disseminate information on Future Capital by giving specific examples and advice to ex-
volunteers who wish to take the plunge in order to turn their ideas into real projects.

The initial source of information on Future Capital
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Graph 11 – The Initial Source of Information on Future Capital 

Key:
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Agence Nationale d'accueil Host National Agency
Organisation d'accueil Host organisation
Agence Nationale d'envoi Sending National Agency
Organisation d'envoi Sending organisation

Question B-15:  When did you apply to Future Capital?

74% of the Future Capital participants who responded to the questionnaire made their
grant application less than 8 months after the end of their EVS projects.  About half
submitted their application within 4 months after the end of the European Voluntary Service and
a quarter immediately at the end of the EVS project.

For these ex-volunteers the European Voluntary Service experience was relatively fresh in their
minds.  Could we assume a closer link between the European Voluntary Service and the Future
Capital project when the application is submitted very quickly?

19% of the ex-volunteers applied to Future Capital more than 1 year after the end of their
European Voluntary Service, and only 3% submitted their applications two years after.  The
submission deadline for grant applications  -  two years after the end of the EVS project  -
allowed by the European Commission therefore seems to be adequate for the idea for a
Future Capital project to develop and a link, albeit weakened, to remain with the EVS.
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When did you submit your grant application?
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Graph 12 –  Time between end of EVS & Grant Application

Key:
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Plus d'un an après More than 1 year later
9-12 mois après 9-12 months later
5-8 mois après 5-8 months later
1-4 mois après 1-4 months later
A la fin du projet SOS At the end of the SOS project

Question B-16:  Where did you apply to Future Capital?

Where the grant application was made in the sending country, the Future Capital project may be
carried out in the same country or in the host country or in another "programme country".
Where the grant application was made in the host country, the Future Capital project is required
to be carried out in the same country.

At the end of their EVS projects, more volunteers return to their sending countries than remain
in their host countries10.   Making the Future Capital grant application in the sending country
appears to be not only easier for technical reasons (languages, currency) but also more flexible
in terms of the place where the project itself will take place.  It is therefore unsurprising that
77% of the Future Capital participants who responded to the questionnaire made their
grant applications in their sending countries.

18% of the ex-volunteers who responded to the questionnaire submitted their Future
Capital grant applications in their host countries and developed their projects in the same
country.

                                                
10 According to the study “Volunteers’ perceptions of the Impact of the European Voluntary Service in their lives”, 58% of the volunteers
return to their sending countries immediately after the end of EVS and half of those who remain stay there only one more month before
returning home. 
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Where did you make your grant application ?
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Graph 13 –  Where did you apply to Future Capital?

Key:
Pays d'envoi Sending country
Pays d'accueil Host country
Autre pays Another country

5% of ex-volunteers state that they made their grant applications in another "programme
country", which was neither the sending nor the host country.  In accordance with the rules
defined in the preliminary comments, they should not have been able to do so because they
should only have submitted their grant applications to the sending National Agencies.  We know
that these ex-volunteers have actually carried out their projects in third countries.  The table
below gives the key points of these 4 projects:

Sending Country Host Country
Future Capital
Country Project Area 

Spain Ireland Germany
Media/
Communications

France Sweden United Kingdom
Media/
Communications

Italy France United Kingdom
Education/
Training

Greece Germany United Kingdom
Media/
Communications

Table 4 – Future Capital projects taking place in a country other than the sending/host country 

Question B-17:  Did you find the application form easy/difficult to fill in?

80% of the ex-volunteers found the grant application form easy to fill in.  Therefore, the
form appears to be satisfactory to most people in its present format.

20% encountered difficulties in filling in the grant application form, which is still a sizeable
percentage.  The reasons why 15 ex-volunteers who responded to the questionnaire encountered
difficulties need to be clarified.  This is the aim of the next question.
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Recommendation:

• In order to avoid discouraging ex-volunteers who wish to submit a Future Capital project but
do not know how to proceed, the National Agencies could set up workshops to help with the
grant application process and provide project management training.

Did you find the application form easy/difficult to fill in? 
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Graph 14 – Did you find the grant application form easy/difficult to fill in?

Key:
Facile Easy
Difficile Difficult

Question B-18:  If your answer to the previous question was "difficult", what
were the reasons?

This question was an open question.  It allowed the 15 ex-volunteers who encountered
difficulties to complete the questionnaire and to give free expression to the difficulties they
encountered when they filled in the grant application form.  In this way we have been able to
draw up a list of these difficulties and class them in order of priority as shown in the graph
below:

Difficulties/problems encountered with the Future Capital form
(by number of responses)
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Graph 15 – Difficulties/problems encountered with the Future Capital form
(by number of responses)
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Key:
Impossibilité d'avancer l'argent Impossible to obtain money in advance
Manque de clarté entre les priorités P1-P2-P3 Lack of clarity between Priorities P1-P2-P3
Formulaire peu clair/vague Form not very clear/vague
Accès à l'Internet Internet access
Formulaire uniquement en EN Form only in EN
Manque d'informations/de conseils Lack of information/advice
Planification (budgétaire) Planning (budget)

In light of the questionnaires received, the main difficulties encountered by the ex-volunteers
who responded to the questionnaire are as follows in descending order of importance:

1. a general lack of experience in planning and especially budget preparation,

2. a lack of information and advice,

3. a lack of clarity and precision on the form and its availability only in English,

4. difficulty in obtaining the form.

1.  The main problem is a general lack of experience in planning and especially in budget
preparation.  Six ex-volunteers in fact report difficulties in thinking a priori of the various
phases of the project and the method of estimating and allocating the budget.  "As things were in
the planning phase, it was not easy for me to respond to very detailed questions." recalls an
Austrian male ex-volunteer.  The ideas that ex-volunteers were attempting to formulate were
still not very clear in their minds, so they did not really know how to put these ideas onto paper.
A Dutch female participant stated this in different words: "It is difficult to plan in advance
exactly what you want and to describe it in detail to obtain the budget."   According to a
Swedish male ex-volunteer:" It was difficult to know how to calculate the project budget  -
which things to include and which to leave out.  There were always questions and problems."

Another difficulty arises when an ex-volunteer makes a grant application in his/her sending
country and wants to carry out his/her Future Capital project in another country.  It is more
difficult to estimate the costs of goods and services because the currency and prices in particular
differ from one country to another.  According to an Austrian male ex-volunteer: "It is difficult
to determine the budget figures when you aren't in the country where you want to carry out your
Future Capital project".

2.  The lack of information and advice felt by three Future Capital participants who responded
to the questionnaire is the second problem, which we are linking to the major difficulty stated
above.  They were not able to benefit from the monitoring which they could have expected from
the National Agencies and the sending/host organisations.  Adequate information and advice
seem to make it easier to fill in the grant application form:  "The form is not too difficult to
complete, but I had to make several calls [to my organisation and my National Sending Agency]
in order to do it correctly" explains a Danish female volunteer.

3.  The lack of clarity and precision on the application form  -  about which 2 ex-volunteers
complain  -  represents an obstacle to Future Capital project planning.  "The form was very
vague and imprecise", complained an Italian female volunteer.  Perhaps the general presentation
of the questionnaire, the nature of questions therein and also the way in which these questions
are asked should be reviewed.

4.  Difficulty in obtaining the application form:  2 female ex-volunteers had difficulties in
obtaining the application form.  According to a Finnish female participant:  "It was not easy for
me to download it from the Internet."  More generally, some ex-volunteers found it difficult to
obtain the necessary means to fill in the application form properly.  "To be able to fill in the
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form you need: a connection to the Internet and e-mail (and a computer for editing)... and
perhaps a fax as well", said an Italian female ex-volunteer.

Some interesting lines of thought may be derived from the information and advisory assistance
considered to be useful by some volunteers when expressing their difficulties:  According to an
Italian female volunteer:  "It was difficult to plan a detailed budget without a guide and without
any ideas."  She also added that she did not have a specific example to consult when drafting
her project.  Likewise, a Greek female volunteer states: "I did not have any examples.  It would
be nice if there was more information on budget planning and why not some advice on how to
profit from our experience so that it is not lost".

Recommendations:

• The information and monitoring work that must be supplied by the National Agencies and the
sending/host organisations is essential.  The success of Future Capital projects depends partly on
their capacity to disseminate information on Future Capital and to respond to personal requests
from ex-volunteers in advance.

• The grant application form should be available on the European Commission's Europa server in
the 11 official languages of the European Union.  It should be available in paper or electronic
format from sources other than the National Agencies.  For example, we could imagine that it
would be available from all the local liaison offices, the sending/host organisations, during each
initial training session, evaluation halfway through and at the end of the European Voluntary
Service.

• We could consider the creation of a practical guide containing various examples of Future
Capital project budgets and permitting exact quantification of certain expenses.  This guide would
be available in at least EN/FR/DE in paper and electronic format, available for downloading from
the websites of the National Agencies and the European Commission.  It would also accompany
the Future Capital grant application form.

Question B-19:  Who helped you with your Future Capital application?

The closed question B-19 contained 8 responses from which the respondents had to select two.
All the ex-volunteers who responded to the questionnaire selected at least one response, so we
obtained a 100% response rate.

Of the 74 questionnaires received, 25 ex-volunteers (34% of the total) state that they
completed the grant application form alone.  One female volunteer who responded to the
questionnaire cannot understand why nobody helped her: "I did not receive any help from the
National Agency.  I asked several times for the name of the Future Capital advisor who was
supposed to be guiding me, but received no response.  Therefore, I am unable to obtain a
solution to my problems and my project is about to bite the dust."

We also know that 20% of the participants who responded to the questionnaire encountered
difficulties when they completed the form.  How many ex-volunteers who responded to the
questionnaire found the form difficult to fill in but at the same time managed to complete it
alone?  According to the responses received, 5 ex-volunteers are in this category, or 7% of the
total.  We can imagine that they must have felt particularly isolated in the start-up phase of their
Future Capital projects.

When drafting the grant application, 49 Future Capital participants who responded to the
questionnaire (66% of the total) received external help.  29 of these ex-volunteers (39% of
the total) who responded to the questionnaire obtained help from the National Agencies. 
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In line with their role of assistance and management of the Future Capital initiative, they rightly
appear to be the prime source of help and advice.

However, 20 Future Capital participants neither made their applications alone nor obtained help
from their National Agencies and therefore had to find other support.  Where does such help
come from?  For 16 ex-volunteers who responded to the questionnaire help came from the
sending organisation.  This fact emphasises the important role which these sending
organisations play in assisting with the preparation of a Future Capital project11.  We could
imagine that the sending organisation appears to be more accessible in the eyes of the ex-
volunteer than the National Agency for several reasons:   the volunteer and his/her sending
organisation are in direct contact, at least during the initial steps which the aspiring volunteer
has taken in order to participate in the European Voluntary Service; the sending organisation is
the Future Capital project partner concerned; and geographical proximity is another factor to be
taken into consideration.

The fact that 3 ex-volunteers who responded to the questionnaire indicate that they
received help from another Future Capital participant is a particularly interesting step
which deserves to be highlighted.  It would be interesting to know how and when the meeting
took place: training upon departure and upon return, evaluation seminar before/during/after the
EVS project?  For those interested in Future Capital, having the opportunity to exchange ideas
with ex-volunteers who are already developing such a project provides a better idea of what is
involved, helps to prepare to face any difficulties and may strengthen the desire to participate in
Future Capital.

Recommendations:

• The guiding role that must be fulfilled by the National Agencies, by making a "Future Capital
representative" available full-time to potential Future Capital participants, is essential.

• Any situations which promote the direct exchange of experience, information and advice between
Future Capital participants and ex-volunteers, whether or not they want to take part in this new
adventure, should be encouraged.

Assistance with Future Capital Grant Application
(by number of responses)
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Graph 16 –  Assistance with Future Capital Grant Application

                                                
11 Let us not forget that 76% of the participants, who responded to the questionnaire, made their grant applications in their sending countries.
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Key:
Autre Other
Je l'ai fait tout(e) seul(e) I did it alone
Tuteur indépendant Independent tutor
Autre bénéficiaire de CA Another Future Capital participant
SOS for EVS SOS for EVS
Agence Nationale National Agency
Organisation d'envoi Sending organisation
Organisation d'accueil Host organisation
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Question B-20:  If your answer to the previous question was "I did it alone",
how useful would external help have been?

According to the previous question, 25 ex-volunteers who responded to the questionnaire
completed the grant application form alone.  All expressed their opinions in answer to question
B-20, which equals a 34% response rate for this question.

7 Future Capital project managers who did not benefit from any external help rated the
possibility of assistance as important and 6 rated it as very important.  Were they unaware
that all European Voluntary Service participants (sending/host organisations, National Agencies
and local liaison offices, SOS and the European Commission) are able to lend their assistance
and give advice?  Did they not know how to contact these representatives?  Did they simply not
dare to ask for help?

12 ex-volunteers who responded to the questionnaire decided that they would not have needed
help and felt capable of acting alone.  80% of the ex-volunteers who responded to the
questionnaire had in fact found the form easy to fill in.  And, taking into account their generally
high level of education, difficulties with the application form did not require external assistance.

Recommendation:

• The assistance and advisory role played by all the European Voluntary Service participants is
essential and should be strengthened further.  The National Agencies shall continually offer their
assistance to ex-volunteers and make themselves known as resource organisations.

Would external help have been important to you?
(by number of responses)
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Graph 17 –   Would external help have been important to you?
(By number of responses) 

Key:
Pas importante Not important
Importante Important
Très importante Very important
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Question B-21:  Are you developing / Did you develop your Future Capital
project alone or in partnership with another ex-volunteer?

93% of the Future Capital participants who responded to the questionnaire are
developing or have developed their Future Capital project alone?

It is interesting to note that 4 of them (5% of the total) are carrying out or have carried out a
Future Capital project together with an ex-volunteer.  We do not know whether this other ex-
volunteer also benefited from Future Capital and whether both ex-volunteers are of the same
nationality.  This activity is only known for 3 of these Future Capital projects:

-  2 projects concerning the creation of associations to disseminate information on the European
Voluntary Service and more generally on European youth programmes,

-  1 project has allowed one ex-volunteer to obtain the "First Cambridge Certificate" in the
United Kingdom.

Are you developing/ Did you develop your Future Capital 
project alone or with a partner?
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Non précisé

Graph 18 –  Are you developing / Did you develop your Future Capital project alone or with a
partner?  

Key:
Seul(e) Alone
Avec un(e) autre ancien(e) volontaire With another ex-volunteer
Non précisé Not specified

Question B-22:  How long after applying did you receive the decision from the
National Agency?

The European Commission established a working document on the implementation of Action 3
of the Youth Programme in November 1999.  This document stipulates that selection of Future
Capital projects takes place during the meeting of a national panel of representatives from the
various parties involved in the youth sector and Future Capital participants.  The European
Commission anticipated at the time that these selections would take place at least 3 times a year,
for example in February, May and October.  The commonly accepted frequency is now 5
national panel meetings per year as with other Youth Programme actions.  The grant application
submission deadlines are 1 February, 1 April, 1 June, 1 September and 1 November for projects
starting three months later.

75% of the ex-volunteers who responded to the questionnaire received the response from
the National Agency within 2 months or less.  This figure is positive.
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14% of the Future Capital participants who responded to the questionnaire received a response
from their National Agencies 3 to 5 months after submission of the grant application.  We do
not know when exactly these volunteers submitted their grant applications in relation to the end
of the EVS.  But to the extent that 1999 marked the start of the Future Capital initiative, a
waiting period of more than three months in general often appeared to be unavoidable at the
beginning but should diminish with time.

"We have to comply with the regulations but the National Agency can do what it wants
(deadlines for example)", complained a female ex-volunteer.  9% of the ex-volunteers, who
responded to the questionnaire (7 people in total) had to wait more than 5 months to know
whether their Future Capital projects were going ahead or not.  This waiting period is too
long.  Such a waiting period could have negative consequences on the private lives of ex-
volunteers.  In particular, Future Capital projects allowing volunteers to remain in their host
country require a very fast response because participants’ subsistence costs are often covered by
the Future Capital budget.  The aim is to avoid volunteers having to personally anticipate their
subsistence funds whilst awaiting the National Agency's decision and payment of the first
Future Capital grant instalment.

Recommendations:

• Keeping the National Agency response period to a minimum (less than 3 months) is a
guarantee of good development of a Future Capital project.

• Priority in selecting projects should be given to Future Capital projects for development in the
ex-volunteer's host country in order to avoid him/her having to cover expenses from his own
pocket.

• The emphasis should be placed on informing ex-volunteers so that they know the timetable for
selection but also for the publication of results and initial funding when they are preparing
their grant applications.

How long after submitting your grant application did you 
receive a response from the National Agency?
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Graph 19 –  How long after submitting your grant application did you receive a response from the
National Agency?
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Question B-23:   How long after the approval of your grant by the National
Agency did you receive the first instalment?

Three months are generally allowed between approval by the National Agency and payment of
the first Future Capital grant instalment.  53% of the Future Capital participants who
responded to the questionnaire waited less than two months after approval to receive 80%
of the grant.  This figure is acceptable, but it could be improved upon, as 28% of the ex-
volunteers who responded to the questionnaire had to wait between 3 and 5 months and 14%
did not receive anything from their National Agencies for 5 months.

When relating her personal experience, one female participant who responded to the
questionnaire bemoaned the fact that "the waiting periods [are] much too long (almost one year
to receive 80% of the total).  Unfortunately, this also put a brake on things, considering the
energy required (dozens of telephone calls, letters etc.)"

Recommendations:

• In the general interest of the ex-volunteers and in particular those who wish to carry out their
Future Capital projects in the host country, the waiting periods for payment of the first Future
Capital grant instalment should be as short as possible.

• In order to avoid lengthy waiting periods and difficult situations for the Future Capital
participants, would it be possible to release all or part of the first instalment (almost)
immediately after the decision to award the grant?  Or would it be possible to consider a
mechanism to extend the granting of subsistence expenses to volunteers whose Future Capital
projects have been accepted?

How long after the approval of your grant by the National 
Agency did you receive the first instalment ?
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Graph 20 -   How long after the approval of your grant by the National Agency did you receive the
first instalment? 
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Question B-24: What was the total of your Future Capital budget?   

8 of the completed questionnaires received by SOS did not include the total of the Future
Capital budget, which means an 89% response rate to Question B-24.

In accordance with the additionality principle which governs the securing of Community grants,
the Future Capital grant is based on co-funding.  The project manager  -  in this case the ex-
volunteer  -  must be able to raise monetary resources and resources in kind for his/her Future
Capital project other than the Community grant itself.  The project must come before the grant.
According to the European Commission, "It is essential that young people who benefit from
support under the auspices of the Future Capital action have access to other types of support  -
financial, administrative or other"12.   However, of the 74 Future Capital participants who
responded to the questionnaire, 12 ex-volunteers (or 16% of the total) had a Future Capital
budget equal to the grant awarded.  Nevertheless, the Future Capital advisor within the
National Agencies and the national panel members play an essential role in informing (future)
Future Capital participants of the range of potential private or public funding which exists at
national, regional or local level.  We can imagine that ex-volunteers found it difficult to identify
some types of co-funding as such, particularly non-financial support (for example: availability
of a computer or premises).

The average amount of the Future Capital budgets of the ex-volunteers who responded to
the questionnaire is € 6680.  The number of projects with a total budget of less than € 5000 is
equal to the number where the total budget is greater than the maximum Future Capital grant.
11% of the projects (or 8 projects in total) have budgets which are more than twice the Future
Capital grant.  They are presented in the table below.

The  volunteer Implem-
entation Budget Project Description Co-funding

stated

German alone €30000 Production of a video
National public
institution

Belgian
with a
partner €23000 Creation of a European information association

National public
institution

Spanish alone €21707 Creation of a cultural association None
Spanish alone €18030 Creation of a European information association None

Finnish alone €11238 Research on  the Mediterranean sea bed
National public
institution

Portuguese alone €11000 Publication of information on forestry None

German alone €10226 
Fair for local Portuguese products in Germany

Sending Organisation

French
with a
partner €100664 Creation of a European information association Host Organisation 

Table 5 – Future Capital projects with total budgets above 10000 euro

                                                
12 Source: Working Document on the Implementation of Action 3 of the Youth Programme, November 1999
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Recommendations:

• In order to place the Future Capital project in a local context and to comply with the co-
funding principle of the Future Capital grant, the Guide13 (containing specific examples of
budgets and permitting precise quantification of some expenses) could also include a separate
list for each participating country with existing funding possibilities, either public or private,
financial or otherwise and also other potential sources of information.

• An information campaign by the National Agencies and the European Commission directed
towards private/public organisations, regional authorities and foundations which award
grants to young project managers would permit better integration of Future Capital into the
support mechanisms which exist in the countries which participate in the programme.

Future Capital budget total
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Graph 21 –  Future Capital budget total

Key:
Non précisé Not specified

Question B-25: What was the total of your Future Capital grant?

The Future Capital grant is awarded on the basis of the three following priorities:

Priority Project nature Grant total
P1 Projects directly targeting other young people orUp to100% of total:

                                                
13 See Recommendations for Question B-18.
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another social category including one-off projects or
those starting up a professional activity which
encourage local development.

€5000 

P2
One-off projects or personal development projects as
part of a project with the objective to increase
employability.

Up to 75% of total:
€3750 

P3
Personal development projects connected to the
European Voluntary Service but not as part of a wider
integration project.

Up to 50% of total:
€2500 

Table 6 – Order of priority of Future Capital projects

When the National Agency awards a Future Capital grant, it is paid in two instalments.  The
first instalment is paid at the start of the Future Capital project and is equal to 80% of the total
grant awarded.  The second instalment of 20% is paid upon receipt of the final report from the
participant within three months from the date marking the end of the Future Capital project.

38% of Future Capital grants awarded to the ex-volunteers who responded to the
questionnaire are in the highest tranche (€ 4500-5072).  The projects which they are
developing or have developed, therefore seem to be substantial.  However, taking into account
the low number of projects submitted at the start of 1999 and in view of the encouragement of
some flexibility on the part of the European Commission with respect to award criteria  -
notably in terms of priority  -  during the initial national panel meetings, it is possible that some
projects obtained more than the system of priorities stipulated.

54% of the Future Capital participants who responded to the questionnaire received a grant of
between € 3750 and 5072, which would indicate that they were considered as Priority P1
projects.  In the same way, 23% of the ex-volunteers who responded to the questionnaire
received a grant totalling between € 2500 and 3750, which would correspond to Priority P2.
Finally, the remaining 8% are the Future Capital participants who responded to the
questionnaire who received a grant less than or equal to € 2500 for Priority P3 projects.

Recommendation:

• Classifying a Future Capital project in one of the three priorities is a difficult exercise
because these projects often combine several aspects, phases and criteria so that they could
almost form part of two priorities.  Furthermore, in light of the conclusions of the Dresden
seminar in 199914, several National Agencies are asking the European Commission to clarify
the criteria pertaining to Future Capital.  Indeed, at national level, they did not hesitate to
establish their own guidelines.

                                                
14  Seminar entitled  “Eine Chance für die Zukunft: Initiatives of Young people after the European Voluntary Service”, Deutsches Büro
Jugend für Europa, Dresden, 27-30 May 1999.
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Total Future Capital grant awarded
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Graph 22 –  Total Future Capital grant awarded 
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Question B-26:  What was your Future Capital grant mainly used for?

The closed question B-26 contained 19 different answers, from which the respondents could
only select two.  5 ex-volunteers who returned the questionnaire to us did not answer this
question, which equals a 93% response rate.

In principle, Future Capital allows the participants to use their grants to purchase materials, for
which they can justify utilisation for the successful development of their projects.  The Future
Capital participants retain ownership of the purchased materials at the end of the Future Capital
project.  The purchase of materials was the most significant use of the Future Capital grant
for 43 ex-volunteers who responded to the questionnaire.  We do not know a great deal
about the nature of the materials bought by the Future Capital participants who responded to the
questionnaire.  We know that cameras, photographic equipment, computers, supplies and
accessories required for running art workshops are investments made by several Future Capital
participants.

The acquisition of such goods sometimes involved additional difficulties, particularly in
Member States where the tax laws are more rigid and prevent Future Capital participants from
procuring the equipment which they had planned to purchase.  One English female ex-
volunteer, who carried out her Future Capital project in her host country, recalls the difficulties
she encountered: "The only problem I had with Future Capital was the financial part.  My
budget was approved and I started my project.  It was only halfway through that I discovered
that I could not buy "capital goods" for Future Capital in my host country.  Nobody had thought
to let me know beforehand even though one section of my budget was called "capital goods",
which clearly showed my intention."

Food and accommodation represented the main expenditure for 31 ex-volunteers who
responded to the questionnaire.  8 of these participants carried out their Future Capital
projects in their host countries.  They are of the opinion that the budget which was allocated to
them was insufficient because they had been compelled to include food and accommodation in
the project expenses.  These ex-volunteers think that they have to face additional difficulties in
comparison to those participants who carry out their projects whilst living with their parents. 
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Such considerations appear equally valid to the volunteers who carry out their Future Capital
projects in their sending countries but in another town and have to meet their needs themselves.

Note:

• For the sake of transparency, a list of capital equipment and services eligible for a Future
Capital grant should be included in the Future Capital user guide and on the grant
application form.

• Ex-volunteers who carry out their Future Capital projects in their host countries, have to use
a large part of their grant for food and accommodation, expenses which those who develop
their projects at home do not necessarily incur.  With an equal grant, the former appear
disadvantaged compared to the latter. Would it be conceivable to extend the
food/accommodation allocation provided during European Voluntary Service to those Future
Capital participants who remain in their host countries?

Key

Autre Other
Publicité Publicity
Publication de matériel Publication of materials
Achats de matériel Purchase of materials
Frais d'experts Expert fees
Frais personnels Personal expenses
Nourriture et logement Food and accommodation

Main allocation of Future Capital grant
(by number of responses)
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Graph 23 –  Main Allocation of Future Capital grant (by number of responses)
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Section C: The Future Capital Project

Question C-27: What was the main activity of your host project?

The respondents were only able to select one of 19 suggested answers to this question.  20% of
the ex-volunteers who responded to the questionnaire carried out their EVS projects
within organisations, where the main activity is art and culture.  The environment (11% of
the total), support to disabled people (11%) and support to children/youth (9%) are the other
main activities of the host projects of the Future Capital participants who responded to the
questionnaire.

Main Activity of Host Project No. %
Art and culture 15 20%
Environmental work 8 11%
Support to Disabled 8 11%
Support to children/youth 7 9%
European issues 6 8%
Other 6 8%
Youth information 5 7%
Sports & leisure time 4 5%
Health promotion 4 5%
Media & communications 4 5%
Rural development 2 3%
Support to Homeless 1 1%
Urban development 1 1%
Support to Unemployed 1 1%
Historical Heritage protection 0 0%
Support to Migrants 0 0%
Equal opportunities 0 0%
Anti-racism/xenophobia 0 0%
Support to Elderly 0 0%
Not specified 2 3%
Total 74 100%

Table 7 – Main Activity of Host Organisations
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Question C-28:  In which way was your Future Capital project linked to your
EVS project?

The Future Capital action is intended to support the initiatives and creativity of young people
after their European Voluntary Service.  It is aimed at helping young volunteers to profit from
the experience they acquired from their voluntary work projects and to increase its value.  The
Youth Programme 2000-2006 user guide indicates that "the content must show a link between
the future capital project and the activities performed during European voluntary service".
However, 4% of the ex-volunteers who responded to the questionnaire state that their Future
Capital projects had no link with their EVS projects15.

The number of Future Capital projects (47% of the total), with only an indirect link to the
EVS project carried out by the ex-volunteer is greater than the number of Future Capital
projects with a direct link to the EVS project (43% of the total).

During the seminar entitled "Eine Chance für die Zukunft: Initiatives of Young people after the
European Voluntary Service”, the National Agencies considered that "cooperation and support
from the sending/host organisations is a definite advantage in the implementation of the Future
Capital project" but that the situation thus created "must not lead to the utilisation of access of
ex-volunteers to Community funding in order to realise the organisation's own ideas".  A French
female volunteer, who responded to the questionnaire, says on this subject that: "My Future
Capital project was accepted by Paris, but because of the association which wanted to help and
support me originally in my project, I did not follow it up. This association employed another
person based on my project!"

Recommendations:

• Future Capital is a personal initiative born of a private idea and for which the participant is
entirely responsible.  The National Agencies must at all costs avoid recovery of Future
Capital for the benefit of the sending/host organisation.

• It is also necessary to ensure that Future Capital does not allow the employment of an ex-
volunteer in the sending/host organisation to be concealed.

Link between Future Capital & EVS Projects
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Graph 24 – Link between Future Capital & European Voluntary Service Projects

Key:
Lien direct Directly linked
Lien indirect Indirectly linked
Pas de lien du tout Not linked at all

                                                
15 We have previously emphasised that in the Future Capital start-up period the European Commission had allowed the national selection
panels some flexibility in the selection of Future Capital projects.  
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Non précisé Not specified

Question C-29:  What is/was the economic nature of the Future Capital project
you are developing/or developed?

Future Capital projects must promote the active integration of volunteers into society, either on
a professional or personal basis. Activities carried out during Future Capital for the purpose of
creating a new business may be on a profit-making basis. 

72% of the Future Capital participants who responded to the questionnaire are carrying
out or have carried out non-profit-making Future Capital projects.  2 ex-volunteers who
responded to the questionnaire are developing/have developed profit-making projects, with the
aim of creating a long-term business activity.  Here is a description of their projects:

-  An Austrian male volunteer, who did his EVS in Germany, describes his Future Capital
project: "My aim is to set up a nursery school in Turkey to integrate English, German and
Turkish children and prepare the Turkish children for entry into the European Union."

- A French female volunteer, who carried out her EVS project in Germany, started the
following Future Capital project in her sending country: "Develop European exchanges in
rural areas, organise school trips in rural area, take field trips (agriculture, forestry).
Duration:  at least 1 year".

Economic Nature of Future Capital project
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Graph 24 –  What was the economic nature of the Future Capital project? 

Key:
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Question C-30:   Please describe in no more than 10 lines your Future Capital
project

This question was an open question which allowed the respondents to describe their Future
Capital project in brief.   This question was not answered on two questionnaires, which means a
98% response rate.

In line with the extreme diversity of the EVS projects, the nature of the Future Capital
projects developed by the ex-volunteers who responded to the questionnaire is very
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varied16.  In the table below we have tried to define a typology of the projects as described to us
by the ex-volunteers who responded to the questionnaire.  We have given them a priority
despite the difficulty involved.17.

Priority Nature of activity No. % of 72
P 1 Cultural/sport/artistic activities 12 17%
 Creation of a NGO: EU information / cultural exchanges 12 17%
 Support to  disadvantaged young people 11 15%
 Information campaigns on health, the rights of a local community 4 6%
 Promotional event for local products 1 1%

Total P1 40 55%
P2 Training / Participation in themed workshops leading to practical application 9 13%
  Creation of a video/photography exhibition 5 7%
 Publication (book, study, report) on a general subject 4 6%
 Music distribution 2 3%
 Information on EU programmes without creating an association 2 3%

Total P2 22 31%
P3 Creation of a website about EVS 4 6%
 Enrolment for courses/training (including Higher Education) 6 8%
 Total P3 10 14%

Total 72 100%

Table 8 – Nature & priority of Future Capital projects

54% of the Future Capital projects of the ex-volunteers who responded to the
questionnaire are classified in category P1.  We also know that 72% of the Future Capital
participants who responded to the questionnaire state that they are developing or have
developed non-profit-making Future Capital projects.  The majority of the Future Capital
participants who responded to the questionnaire are more motivated by the general interest.

30% of the Future Capital projects of the ex-volunteers who responded to the
questionnaire are classified in category P2 and 14% in category P3.

Priority of Future Capital projects
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Graph 24 – Priority of Future Capital projects

                                                
16 Please refer to Annex 1 for a complete description of the 72 Future Capital projects. 

17 See Question B-25 re Priorities P1-P2-P3.
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Key:
Non indiqué Not indicated

Question C-31:  Were you advised on how to implement your Future Capital
project?

53% of the ex-volunteers who responded to the questionnaire received help and advice
during implementation of their Future Capital project.  This is less than the 66% of
participants who responded to the questionnaire who had received help and advice during the
Future Capital project planning phase.

Recommendation:

• Like the planning phase, implementation of the Future Capital project is another tricky phase.
Future Capital participants often need help and advice from third parties at this time.
Therefore, we emphasise the importance of the role of all the European Voluntary Service
participants and in particular the National Agencies who are supposed to make a
representative available to Future Capital participants.  Fast and effective help often
determines the quality of the project and also its influence within the community.

Help & advice received during implementation 
of the Future Capital project
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Graph 25 –  Help & advice received during implementation of Future Capital 

Key:
Oui yes
Non no
Non précisé Not specified

Question C-32: If your answer to the previous question was "Yes", who was
this person?

According to the previous questions, 53% of the ex-volunteers  - or 39 people  - who responded
to the questionnaire received external help during implementation of their Future Capital
projects.  36 people described this person in answer to Question C-32, which equals a 49%
response rate to this question.
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During the implementation phase of their Future Capital projects, 16 ex-volunteers who
responded to the questionnaire received help and advice from the relevant National
Agencies.  We can imagine that it is mainly the sending National Agency since we saw earlier
in Question B-16 that 76% of the ex-volunteers who responded to the questionnaire had
submitted their grant applications to their sending National Agencies.  Moreover, as part of their
role in implementing the Future Capital action, it is unsurprising that it is the sending National
Agencies that give the most help and advice to Future Capital participants.

8 Future Capital participants who responded to the questionnaire received advice from the
sending organisations and 5 from the host organisations.

4 ex-volunteers who responded to the questionnaire received advice from other NGOs such as
the "Youth Club" or "l’ONG Social Sans Frontière”.  3 others were helped by independent
tutors such as family, a Future Capital project mentor and schools.

Recommendations:

• The advisory role of the sending and host organisations should be strengthened because they
maintain  closer relationships with the volunteers than the National Agencies, which are often
situated in the capital of the participating country.  Therefore, as emphasised by the National
Agencies at their meeting in Dresden in 1999, organising training sessions in project
management aimed at sending/host organisations and local liaison offices is conceivable so
that they can subsequently disseminate their knowledge to ex-volunteers in their country.

The person who helped me is….
(by number of responses)
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Graph 26 – External support during implementation of the Future Capital project  

Key:
Un tuteur indépendant An independent tutor
Un tuteur d'une autre organisation A tutor from another organisation
Un tuteur de l'organisation d'accueil A tutor from the host organisation
Un tuteur de l'organisation d'envoi A tutor from the sending organisation
Un tuteur de l'Agence Nationale A tutor from the National Agency

Question C-33: How would you qualify the guidance received?

We know that 53% of the ex-volunteers  - or 39 people  - who responded to the questionnaire
received external help during implementation of their Future Capital projects.  46 of them
responded to Question C-33, which equals a 63% response rate.

31 ex-volunteers who responded to the questionnaire are satisfied  - or very satisfied - with
the quality of the help and advice which they received from an external tutor.  In fact, 16
found it to be good and 15 even very good.
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However, this trend must not conceal the fact that one ex-volunteer who responded to the
questionnaire considered the help received to be poor whilst 4 others even found it to be very
poor.  Their criticisms refer mainly to the attitude of the National Agency responsible for their
file:  "Just a note to say that the National Agency knew absolutely NOTHING (summer 1999)
about what their job consisted of, nor how to help us to develop our projects."  Likewise,
another female volunteer says with regret: "The National Agency officials (my intermediaries)
were not much help (lost files, promises to telephone which were never kept), poor support...
Also, my expenses for participation in a seminar have not been reimbursed!  That was in
November 1999!  ... enough to make you lose interest in participating in exchanges like that!"
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Recommendations:

• In the interest of the Future Capital participants, the quality of the help and advice given by
all the participants to the Future Capital participants is essential.  It often influences the
outcome of a project.  We can only recommend better training of "Future Capital" advisors.

• The exchange of experience and good practice at national and European levels appears
important to us and would permit Future Capital project tutors and Future Capital advisors in
National Agencies to improve the quality of the guidance they give.

Quality of guidance received 
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Graph 27 – Quality of guidance received

Key:
Très bonne Very good
Bonne Good
Convenable Adequate
Mauvaise Bad
Très mauvaise Very bad

Question C-34: Were you able to obtain any other sources of funding apart
from the Future Capital grant?

As we emphasised in Question B-24, the Future Capital grant is based on co-funding.  The
project manager is therefore supposed to raise funding from one or more other sources which
must be shown clearly in the budget.

The number of ex-volunteers who responded to the questionnaire and who found one or
more other sources of funding is roughly equivalent to the number of Future Capital
participants who responded to the questionnaire and who did not find any.

49% of the ex-volunteers (or 35 people) who responded to the questionnaire state that they
obtained funding from one or more other sources for their Future Capital projects.

43% of the ex-volunteers (or 32 people) who responded to the questionnaire did not obtain
funding from any other source.  In Question B-24 regarding the total Future Capital budget, we
saw that 12 Future Capital participants who responded to the questionnaire had a budget equal
to the grant and that 8 had not answered the question.  In light of the questionnaires at our
disposal, we see that the Future Capital grant often represents 70%-90% of the total project
budget.  The remaining contribution by the Future Capital manager may, in this case, be help
from an organisation (loan of equipment, logistical support) or use of personal resources
(money, materials).
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During the Dresden seminar in 1999, the National Agencies reported on the difficulties
encountered by the ex-volunteers in their search for other sources of funding.  Often they do not
have information on the opportunities which exist at local, regional or national level, and do not
know where to go for information.
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Recommendations:

• The role of all the participants in providing information on any additional sources of funding
for Future Capital projects is essential.  If well trained, they can disseminate high-quality
information and advice to Future Capital participants.

• In order to place a Future Capital project in a local context and to comply with the co-funding
principle of the Future Capital grant, the Guide18 (containing specific examples of budgets
and permitting precise quantification of some expenses) could also include a list of existing
public or private funding possibilities in the participating countries.

• An information campaign by the National Agencies and the European Commission directed
towards private/public organisations, regional authorities and foundations which award
grants to young project managers would permit better integration of Future Capital into the
support mechanisms which exist in the countries which participate in the programme.

Were you able to obtain any other sources of 
funding for your Future Capital project?
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Graph 28 –  Were you able to obtain any other sources of funding for your Future Capital project?  

Key:
Oui Yes
Non No
Non précisé Not specified

Question C-35:  If your answer to the previous question was "Yes", what were
these other sources of funding?

We know that 35 ex-volunteers who responded to the questionnaire state that they had obtained
one or more other sources of funding for their Future Capital projects.  The respondents were
able to select two answers from those suggested in response to Question C-35.  All the 35 ex-
volunteers who obtained one or more other sources of funding indicated the nature of this
source, which equals a 47% response rate.

The ex-volunteers who responded to the questionnaire found very diverse sources of
funding which are:

- of private (family, friends, business, NGO, foundation) or public (local authority,
national institution) origin,

- from European Voluntary Service participants (sending/host organisations) or other
unrelated sources.

                                                
18 See  recommendations re Question B-18.
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Although no banks funded the projects of the Future Capital participants who responded to the
questionnaire, we do not have information available as to whether they had actually been
contacted or not.

It would have been interesting to ask the respondents what steps they took to obtain other
sources of funding, the difficulties encountered, the reactions of the sponsors and the reasons
why some steps failed.

The same recommendations as for the previous question.

What is the nature of the other sources of funding 
received?
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Graph 28 – What is the nature of the other sources of funding received ?
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Section D: The Impact of Future Capital

The study entitled “EVS: The volunteers’ perceptions of the impact of the European Voluntary
Service in their lives” had found that there was a predominant feeling of satisfaction amongst
the volunteers regarding the impact of EVS in their lives19.  A large majority of ex-volunteers
who responded to the questionnaire also rated their Future Capital experience extremely
positively.  Even the difficulties are obstacles, which, once overcome, allow the ex-volunteers
to develop and to feel stronger.  In light of the questionnaires received, we find that the impact
on the Future Capital participants who responded to the questionnaire is multi-faceted, that there
is not just one but many potential extra benefits.  The ex-volunteers who responded to the
questionnaire are very clear and precise in the evaluation of their experiences.  Moreover, who
better than they could express the lessons they have learnt.  The following reaction of an Italian
female ex-volunteer, which is raw and unabridged, could reflect the general feeling and
represent a summary of the diversity of sentiments expressed.

"My EVS experience, which was absolutely brilliant, gave me the opportunity to work with
disabled children and young people.  In London I was able to meet fantastic people who work in
this field and then I started to think about the possibility of a career in social work for myself.
In particular, I became more and more interested in disabled young people and the difficulties
they encounter in becoming independent adults.  After returning from my EVS experience, I felt
sufficiently confident to submit a project in order to improve my personal knowledge and
experience.  It has not been easy to continue to work alone without any help or suggestion on
how to organise my work or how to spend the money entrusted to me.  Confronting these
difficulties has been a good challenge:  everything I have done was my own responsibility.  I
had to complete my research, but nobody was there to tell me how to work or when.  The same
thing with regard to the money, it was really a lot but not enough for what I wanted to do.  The
experience in itself has been one of the most significant events in my life!  It has brought me
such richness, it's like a new departure point, from which I started to see myself in a different
light."

Open Question D-36 & Closed Question D-37:  After doing your EVS project,
what extra benefits did you get from doing Future Capital?

Question D-36 was an open question.  It allowed the respondents to express themselves freely
on the impact of the Future Capital project on their own lives.  62 Future Capital participants
who responded to the questionnaire actually answered Question D-36, which equals an 84%
response rate.  The positive effects stated in response to Question D-37 were repeated several
times in response to Question D-36 by the Future Capital participants who responded to the
questionnaire.  The space for free expression also allowed new aspects to emerge which did not
appear under Question D-37.

The answers to Question D-36 have been analysed in order to isolate specific themes raised by
the Future Capital participants who responded to the questionnaire.  Sometimes, several of these
specific themes were mentioned in one contribution, so their number is greater than the number
of questionnaires.  We then counted them in order to categorise and summarise them in the table
below:

                                                
19 See general conclusion of said study.
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Added value No.
Capital for the future:
Acquisition of new skills 21
More precise idea about academic / professional future 8
An added bonus for the job market 6
I have found work thanks to Future Capital 5
Total 40
Character development and definition
Greater independence / responsibility / self-confidence 17
More enthusiasm and taste for challenges 9
Helping others is helping oneself 7
Total 33
Consolidation of skills acquired on European Voluntary Service:
Continuity with European Voluntary Service project 13
Opportunity to remain in the host country 5
Using skills and knowledge acquired during EVS 4
Help with reintegration in sending country 2
Total 24
Realising a dream 23
Added value sometimes negative 7
Total 127

Table 10 -  Added Value as perceived by ex-volunteers

The respondents could select two of 8 possible answers under Question D-37.  Of the 74 ex-
volunteers who responded to the questionnaire, 46 actually selected at least one answer, which
equals a 62% response rate to this question.  The graph below shows the main positive effects of
the Future Capital project on the ex-volunteers who responded to the questionnaire.

Extra benefit of Future Capital compared with EVS
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Graph 29 –  Extra benefit of Future Capital after an EVS project

Key:
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J'ai trouvé un travail I found a job
Futur académique plus précis More certain about future academic choices
Futur professionnel plus précis More certain about future professional choices
Nouvelles compétences New skills
Compétences SVE consolidées Consolidation of EVS skills 

For the sake of brevity and clarity, we are carrying out a joint analysis of the reactions of the ex-
volunteers who responded to Questions D-36 and D-37 concerning their feelings on the extra
benefits of the Future Capital project after an European Voluntary Service experience.  This is
based on all the specific themes which we are illustrating using the raw comments transmitted to
us by the ex-volunteers.  A comprehensive list of all the comments is available in the Annex in
addition to this analysis.

Capital for the future:   

“The name "Future Capital" itself reflects the meaning of this action

 This project will be a sort of capital for my future"

According to a Portuguese male participant.

Participation in Future Capital has allowed 21 (Question D-36) and 23 (Question D-37)
Future Capital participants who responded to the questionnaire to acquire new skills and
knowledge in addition to those accumulated during European Voluntary Service: "I have learnt
to create an Internet site, something which will be very useful to me" stated a Greek male ex-
volunteer.  "I have improved my English and my German" testifies a Spanish male participant.
Future Capital was the "first experience of managing an organisation" for this Spanish female
volunteer who has "acquired some professional experience" and improved her "personal
knowledge and abilities" by learning how "to fill in a grant application and to deal with
bureaucracy", an experience which she hopes to use in the future.  An Italian female participant
recalls in a similar vein: "I have improved my knowledge of new technologies, non-profit-
making organisations and the organisation of cultural event."

23 (question D-37) and 8 (question D-36) ex-volunteers who responded to the questionnaire
think that they are now more certain about their future academic and professional choices.
As with the European Voluntary Service, carrying out a Future Capital project appears to be a
way of deciding their professional careers, bridging the gap between a formal/informal training
period and the start of a career.  On this subject, a Swedish female participant declared: "Future
Capital is the link with this preparation time and life, a proper job in the future, I think."  By
carrying out a Future Capital project, the ex-volunteers persevere with their ideas and gain
assurance in their professional projects, as this French male participant testifies: "For me, doing
a Future Capital project is an opportunity for me to continue to learn the job which I have
decided to do, which is youth leader.  In fact, I already wanted to do it, but since EVS and
Future Capital, it's definite."  Another French female participant stated: "The opportunity to
have access to Future Capital helped me to consider my career plans."

Moreover, in the same way as the European Voluntary Service, Future Capital encouraged ex-
volunteers to think about the future and to take time to make the choices which really count:  "to
think more about what I want to do with my life" as one Swedish female volunteer testifies.  In
the words of a French male participant:  "This Future Capital is an asset for my work and in my
mind.  I feel that at the time of the EVS I was an adolescent and that my Future Capital has
taken me beyond that.  These are 2 completely different experiences, both with highs and lows,
but that's life!  The EVS showed me more clearly which paths to take.  Future Capital made me
choose the path that I really wanted to take in life."
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Doing a Future Capital project represents an additional asset in the job market according to 6
(question D-36) ex-volunteers who responded to the questionnaire.  Future Capital is therefore a
means to give weight to a Curriculum Vitae, which permits Future Capital participants to say to
a potential employer: "Look what I have done!"  A Greek male ex-volunteer said on this
subject: "Future Capital will count a great deal on my CV:  I am a journalist and my Future
Capital project has a more or less direct link with communications." According to a Greek
female participant: "This is a priceless experience, you accumulate knowledge which can help
you find a job, you learn how to start your own business."  Sometimes, the steps taken
throughout the Future Capital project resemble a small-scale first attempt at a larger project
which they already have in mind.  And success with Future Capital reinforces their future
ambitions.  According to a Portuguese male ex-volunteer:  "I see Future Capital as an initial
means, an initial trial for my next job.  I would like to continue to draw comic strips or even to
participate in the production of an animated film.  This project will be just the first stage to
show what I am capable of if I have the opportunity."   And according to a Dutch female
participant: "The Future Capital project has improved my professional career because I now
have more experience and the result of my work (exhibition and catalogue) helps to convince
people that I am a good photographer."

Thanks to Future Capital, 5 participants (question D-36) who responded to the questionnaire
have been able to train and find a job.  A French female ex-volunteer tells of her own
experience: "My Future Capital project took place in a psychiatric hospital in Wales.  During
this period, my interest in clinical psychology grew.  But, because I only had pocket money
during the EVS, I was not able to save up to do training related to my experience.  Thanks to
Future Capital, I have been able to do this training and find a job in clinical psychology.  None
of this would have been possible without Future Capital."   Other equally convincing examples
should be noted, like this other French female volunteer, for whom: "The EVS project was the
theory or the study part.  Future Capital is now my life, it has become my career, which is
wildlife guide".  Future Capital has also allowed this German female ex-volunteer to set up her
own business:  "I have created the job of my dreams:  I can now involve the young people in my
area in Europe.  I can develop my abilities as a trainer.  Future Capital is a fabulous option to
start my new work."
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Character definition:

"My confidence in developing projects has increased considerably

and I feel I am capable of achieving the things I want in life."

A Spanish female participant.

17 ex-volunteers (question D-36) who responded to the questionnaire think that carrying out a
Future Capital project has given them greater independence, greater self-confidence and the
ability to take on responsibility.  This French female participant testifies: "Future Capital has
taught me to work independently and to be responsible for a project from start to finish".  The
opportunity to be able to implement a personal idea is an impetus to use initiative.  Confronting
the inevitable difficulties allows people to become stronger.  On this subject, a Spanish male
participant states: "This experience was very positive on a personal level.  Being able to develop
my own idea brought me the necessary satisfaction and strength to face the future, in my private
life as well as in my career."  Furthermore, doing a Future Capital project is an excellent way of
bringing out qualities and feelings which are already inside a person but which have remained
latent up to now:  "I have developed a part of my character which I knew existed but which I
was unable to bring out up to now," admits this Spanish male volunteer.  Without any doubt,
Future Capital has given wings to some ex-volunteers.

Thanks to their Future Capital projects, 9 ex-volunteers (question D-36) who responded to the
questionnaire, are more enthusiastic and would like to realise other initiatives. This experience
has developed their taste for challenges. According to a French male volunteer, European
Voluntary Service and Future Capital were "the opportunity to test oneself, to try out new things
in a totally safe environment: no problems with money, insurance, food and accommodation
and with the daily support of a tutor (within my host organisation).  All over a long period of
time."

In the minds of 15 (question D-37) and 7 (question D-36) Future Capital participants who
responded to the questionnaire, helping others was a significant extra benefit of the Future
Capital project.    This Portuguese female volunteer said: "You can learn and give so much,
helping others who are in greater need than yourself:  a nice word and a smile."  For an Italian
male volunteer:  "I was able to continue my work in the social field, which has been useful to the
community itself because I have been able to see improvements in all the participants and also
in their relationships with one another."  According to some volunteers, Future Capital allows
you to act in accordance with your own ideals and to promote them:  "I was so happy to receive
the Future Capital grant because it meant I was really able to help society to improve."

Consolidation of skills acquired during European Voluntary Service:

According to 13 ex-volunteers (question D-36) who responded to the questionnaire, the Future
Capital action is the expression of a simple continuity with the European Voluntary
Service.  This statement should be treated with caution as one of the guidelines on eligibility for
Future Capital stipulates that "the projects must not be a means of extending the voluntary work
period into the host project in an identical manner".  In some cases, it would seem that such a
situation has already arisen:  "Future Capital is a significant opportunity because it allows you
to extend the EVS with the host organisation. It is the opportunity to return there and to work
for it again", according to a Finnish female volunteer.  If there is continuity with EVS, it may be
a question in this case of either collaborating further with the sending/host organisation while
carrying out a personal project or working within the framework of Future Capital on the same
task as the one started during European Voluntary Service.

Doing a Future Capital project also represents an opportunity to remain longer in the host
country for 5 ex-volunteers (question D-36) who responded to the questionnaire.  An Italian
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male participant recalls: "Personally, Future Capital gave me the opportunity to remain a year
longer in my host country, which was Spain."  "I really had a fabulous experience both during
EVS and with Future Capital.  I am still in my host country, I am studying and working" another
Italian female volunteer explained to us.

21 (question D-37) and 4 (question D-36) Future Capital participants who responded to the
questionnaire think that the Future Capital project has allowed them to implement the skills
and knowledge acquired during the EVS.  In fact, according to one German female ex-
volunteer: "My Future Capital project allowed me to directly implement what I had learnt
during my European Voluntary Service.  Thus I had the opportunity to continue working in the
same field as the EVS project (climate change) and to maintain contacts with my host
organisation (Climate Network Europe).”  This young Swedish woman added that her Future
Capital project allowed her "to use the knowledge acquired during her EVS and to encourage
Swedish young people to carry out an EVS project or to spend a little time in Germany in
general."

Two participants (question D-36) think that Future Capital helped them to reintegrate into
their sending countries.  The Future Capital action thus becomes the means of getting the ball
rolling after returning from European Voluntary Service.  It is an opportunity for ex-volunteers
to avoid isolation, find their feet again after a long absence and tell people about their
experience.  A French male volunteer explains the situation he experienced in these terms:
"When you return from European Voluntary Service, you have the feeling of being entirely
alone.  Future Capital was a way of saying: "I still have an opportunity to say and do what I
want."  In the same manner, this Finnish female participant declared: "When I returned from my
EVS, I was lost and I had no idea about the future.  My Future Capital project not only helped
me to settle down again in Finland, but to clarify my ideas about my future and it will also help
me to find a job."

Future Capital – realising a dream:

"I was able to do something which I had had in mind for a long time

without ever being able to start because of a lack of money:

A Portuguese male ex-volunteer.

For 23 ex-volunteers (question D-36) who responded to the questionnaire, carrying out a
Future Capital project gave them the opportunity to realise a life-long dream, to put a
personal idea into shape, which would not have seen the light of day otherwise.  "Thanks to
Future Capital, I am able to realise my dream and the dream of my partners in the group,"
according to this Austrian male volunteer.  Likewise, this French female volunteer added: "With
Future Capital you can do certain things which you might not perhaps be able to do without this
help."  In other words, this young Finnish woman remarked:  "I have realised something which I
had always wanted to do without ever having the opportunity.  After my EVS, I found a new way
with Future Capital."  A German male ex-volunteer added: "At the beginning, I was not
thinking about getting involved in projects but when I heard about Future Capital I decided to
apply.  Without the grant I would not have been able to fund this activity."

The extra benefit is not always positive:

The general assessment of Future Capital is positive. Although this positive evaluation should
confirm the idea of all the participants in European Voluntary Service that it is necessary to go
much further in implementation of the action, it must not conceal some very difficult situations
experienced by several Future Capital participants who responded to the questionnaire.   These
situations do arise from a particular context, but the implementation of Future Capital may also
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have played an unfavourable role.  It is by correcting the imperfections in the field, that Future
Capital will be all the more beneficial.  

Some volunteers report in particular the difficulties they encountered, while others were
disappointed they did not see any positive effect from their projects.  7 ex-volunteers (question
D-36) mention the difficulties they encountered, some of which were insurmountable.
Some felt lonely, as testified by this Italian female participant:  "It has not been easy to work by
myself nor to spend the money which had been entrusted to me."  The money still remains a
major problem: "THE LACK OF MONEY is the real problem" according to this Italian female
ex-volunteer.  A young Englishman recalls:  "It is extremely difficult because I am all alone.
None of my friends shared my ideals or wanted to work with me.  And I was unable to obtain
enough information to develop my project, only people who wanted to use my situation to their
advantage.  The result is that I no longer know what I want to do exactly, perhaps I am going to
change my project."

Future Capital projects have a real impact on the ex-volunteers' lives.  The majority of the
participants who responded to the questionnaire testify to very diverse positive effects.  The
acquisition of new skills, a more precise idea about their academic and/or professional future
and a better position on the job market represent real capital for the future of the ex-volunteers.
On a human level, the character of the participants who responded to the questionnaire is more
defined, they feel more independent and responsible and have more self-confidence.  By helping
others, numerous ex-volunteers also feel that they were useful during their Future Capital
project.  Future Capital has allowed them to consolidate the skills acquired and knowledge
accumulated during European Voluntary Service, and in this sense Future Capital represents
continuity and also a significant help with reintegration in the host country upon return.

The ex-volunteers who responded to the questionnaire, however, encountered one of the
difficulties during the various phases of their Future Capital project.  Often they confronted
them successfully, which reinforced their desire to pursue their project.  However, some
obstacles sometimes appeared insurmountable so that some participants felt they were incapable
of finding the necessary solutions to their problems and lost heart.  In the next section, we will
study in depth which difficulties all the European Voluntary Service participants should think
about in order to improve the implementation of the Future Capital action further.
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Section E: Difficulties & Comments

Questions E-38 & E-39 (part):  What were the main difficulties that you
encountered when making your grant application and
implementing your Future Capital project?

Under question B-18, we analysed the difficulties which the ex-volunteers who responded to the
questionnaire had encountered when applying for their grants.  In descending order of
importance, the difficulties were as follows:  the general lack of experience with planning and
especially budget preparation, the lack of information and advice, the lack of clarity and
precision on the form and its availability only in English, and difficulty in obtaining the form.

The respondents were able to select two out of 10 possible answers in response to question E-
38.  59 Future Capital participants who responded to the questionnaire actually selected at least
one answer, which equals an 80% response rate.  The graph below shows the difficulties that the
ex-volunteers who responded to the questionnaire encountered throughout their Future Capital
project:  grant application, interim waiting period, project implementation.

Difficulties encountered throughout the Future Capital project
(by number of responses)
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Graph 30 – Difficulties encountered throughout the Future Capital project
(By number of responses)

Key:
Autre Other
Manque de temps Lack of time
Manque de moyens financiers Lack of funds
Manque d'expérience en général Lack of experience in general
Manque d'information Lack of information
Manque de soutien personnalisé Lack of personal support
Subvention arrivée trop tard Grant arrived too late
Décision tardive de l'Agence Nationale Late decision by National Agency
Manque de compétences budgétaires Lack of budgeting skills
Formulaire trop complexe Form too complex
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In answer to open question E-39, the respondents were able to express themselves freely
concerning the experiences they had during Future Capital and to identify ideas left unexplored
up to now.  39 people took the opportunity, which equals a 53% response rate.  The table below
shows the nature of the additional comments made by the ex-volunteers who responded to the
questionnaire:

Nature of comments No.
Positive 37
Negative 26
Suggestions for improvement / ideas for the future 9
Total 72

Table 11 – Nature of additional comments on question C-39

For the analysis of the positive comments on the impact of Future Capital on the ex-volunteers'
lives, the reader is asked to refer to questions D-36 and D-37.  The remarks regarding the
difficulties and also the proposed improvements put forward by the Future Capital participants
who responded to the questionnaire are dealt with in the two following sections: the first shows
the problems encountered, the second includes improvements suggested by the ex-volunteers.

A. Difficulties encountered:

When dealing with the information, we applied exactly the same method as the one used for
question D-36 on the impact of Future Capital on the ex-volunteers' lives.  We will combine the
difficulties encountered by the Future Capital participants cited in question E-38 with those
identified under question E-39 and summarised in the table below:

Nature of difficulties encountered No.
Lack of information & advice:
Project & budget planning 11
Inadequate relations with the National Agency,  sending/host
organisation 4
Total 15
Utilisation of money:
Obligation to advance money 5
Buying of materials refused by the National Agency 3
Total 8
Marketing / publicity 2
Inadequate language skills 1
Total 26

Table 12 – Nature of difficulties encountered by ex-volunteers

1. General problems:

20 Future Capital participants (question E-38) who responded to the questionnaire report a
general lack of experience in both budget planning and project implementation.  13 of them
also regret not having been able to benefit from personal support.  According to this German
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female participant, it would perhaps have been desirable "to be able to contact a Future Capital
advisor accessible throughout the project for each problem encountered."

9 (question E-38) and 4 (question E-39) ex-volunteers who responded to the questionnaire
experienced a lack of information which hampered them when making their grant applications.

4 Future Capital participants (question E-39) who responded to the questionnaire report
relationship difficulties with the National Agencies and the sending/host organisations as it
was impossible to find answers to their questions in these places.  This Italian female ex-
volunteer testifies:  "When I made my grant application, I had problems with my host
organisation and I am sure that the situation arose from the fact that they knew nothing about
Future Capital.  I had to tell them about this action and to submit my ideas to them in order to
be able to realise them!"  Another female participant remarked:  "The difficulties were contacts
with the National Agency (very slow, no response, no decisions, no useful suggestions).  The
person responsible for advising us was not responsible for making decisions:  it is not good
advice if you cannot rely on the answer you are given: "Yes, I suppose it is possible" does not
mean that you can."

One German female participant (question E-39) reports the linguistic problems she
encountered:  "I am disabled.  That is why I have problems with learning languages.  So I had
communication problems.  Otherwise, I would have done better than I actually did."

2. Problems with the grant application:

11 (question E-39) Future Capital participants who responded to the questionnaire had budget
planning problems.  This Greek female ex-volunteer explains: "One of my main difficulties
was the lack of budgetary knowledge.  I think that it would have been very useful to have
someone from the National Agency to advise me on quantifying the administrative, operating,
accommodation and food costs, for example" explains this Belgian female participant.

According to 11 Future Capital participants (question E-38), the first Future Capital grant
instalment arrived too late.  Under question B-23, we saw that 14% had not received anything
from their National Agencies 5 months after the positive decision from their National Agencies.
A female volunteer testifies:  "I cannot forget the difficulties I encountered in getting organised
because of the grant payment delay."

During the interim phase between grant application submission and the actual start of the Future
Capital project, 5 ex-volunteers (question E-38) who responded to the questionnaire think that
the decision from their National Agencies arrived too late and that this delay had negative
repercussions on their personal lives.  According to question B-22, we know that 9% (7 people)
of the Future Capital participants who responded to the questionnaire waited more than 5
months to receive a response from their National Agencies.

1 Future Capital participant (question E-38) thinks that the grant application form is too
complex.

3. Problems with project implementation:

8 ex-volunteers (question E-39) who responded to the questionnaire report problems with
utilisation of the Future Capital grant money.  Mainly, the fact of having to spend before
receiving the first grant instalment was ill-perceived by ex-volunteers, especially those who
had carried out their Future Capital projects in their host countries.  This German female ex-
volunteer explains:  "Another big problem was having to pay for the first three months of my
Future Capital project when my grant had not yet arrived.  I was only able to solve this problem
thanks to a loan from my parents, which is surely not the way a Future Capital project should
work."

During implementation of their Future Capital projects, several ex-volunteers experienced
relationship problems with Future Capital project partners or the National Agencies in their host
countries, so that they found themselves alone and without support.   "The real difficulties
came from the team of friends which I had formed to carry out my project.  When the work
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really started, they disappeared and I found myself all alone.  I had to take care of everything
and that was very hard," remarked a German male ex-volunteer.  It was the same for a French
male participant, this time with the National Agency in the host country:  "I am quite
disappointed in not having had support from the National Agency to carry out my Future
Capital project.  All this made me depressed for several months, which made me ask my
National Agency for a few extra months to realise my project.  I was disgusted to see that my
host country was incapable of helping young foreigners, they have no conscience!  I am sorry to
grumble but it's the truth."

In 3 very specific cases (question E-39), the buying of materials presented a significant
difficulty.  "I had problems with hiring a computer and machines in general, because very few
shops are used to offering this type of service to private individuals."  One English female
participant recalls her own experience in her host country: "My budget had been approved and
my project had already started.  It was only halfway through that I discovered that I could not
buy capital goods with Future Capital.  Nobody had thought to tell me even though one section
of my budget was called "capital goods purchases" and therefore I clearly intended to make
such purchases."   Because of strict tax laws, certain costs such as the purchase of capital goods
were not eligible with regard to the legislation of the host country.  This situation has been
sorted out in the meantime in return for strict compliance by the Future Capital participants with
the obligation to justify any purchases made.

2 ex-volunteers who responded to the questionnaire have not been able to make their initiative
known to the general public.  They think that there is a lack of marketing support and
publicity for the Future Capital action to be overcome, a role that the National Agencies or
the sending/host organisations should play.  According to this Austrian male ex-volunteer: "It
was difficult to achieve planned objectives because of a lack of funds and access to marketing
channels."  A French female participant reports a similar problem:  "I wanted to publicise my
Future Capital project through the newspapers!  And I tried to ask for advice on this matter
from my host organisation, but I did not receive any, so no publicity for my project!  I  also tried
the newspapers.  Zero result."

B. Proposed improvements / ideas:

5 ex-volunteers who responded to the questionnaire think that the advisory role of the
National Agency to which the Future Capital project is submitted has to be particularly
strengthened in order to be able to deal with any potential difficulties. Ex-volunteers wishing to
start a Future Capital project must find resource persons at the National Agencies able to advise
them, guide them and support them throughout the various stages and during the development
of their Future Capital projects.  In particular, in order to overcome the general lack of
experience of ex-volunteers mainly in budget planning, a specific supervisor should be in
permanent contact with the volunteer. "What costs are eligible", "What is the value of such and
such goods or services?" and "Which person or supervisory organisation could help me
locally?" are just some of the questions which the Future Capital advisors should expect and for
which they should be trained.  And the ex-volunteers must be able to know that such help is
actually available.  On this subject, this English female volunteer suggests: "The Future Capital
participants should be encouraged to make contact with their National Agencies to obtain help
with their grant applications, particularly the budget section.  All the grant applications must be
checked in detail by the National Agencies and everything written in this application which does
not comply with the Future Capital regulations must be communicated to the volunteer before
his/her project starts or at least early enough not to create too many problems."

Because their Future Capital projects were a real success, 3 participants would like to know
how to extend their projects and to continue them for more than a year:  "How do I extend
my project?  It is not easy to find the money to continue the activities that I have started and
make a living from this work."  Future Capital is a grant which a participant obtains once and for
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one year only.  Therefore, some ex-volunteers were not aware of the other funding possibilities
available at all local, regional, national and European administrative levels.

At European level, the European Commission has expressed a desire to encourage Future
Capital participants who wish to promote or extend their experiences.  Therefore, it invites them
to make a collective initiative out of their individual initiatives, which could be supported by
other 2000-2006 Youth Programme appropriations.  For example, an ex-volunteer, who has
benefited from Future Capital, would be able to submit a file entitled "Youth group initiatives"
provided that he/she finds 3 other young partners for his/her project and complies with the
eligibility criteria specific to this appropriation.

In general, the widest possible access to Future Capital must be encouraged.  One of the means
of achieving this goal would be to make the grant application procedure easier.  An Italian
female volunteer remarked:  "It is true that Future Capital is a good opportunity for ex-
volunteers, but it is not easy to access.  Please simplify it!"

Recommendations:

• The ex-volunteers who responded to the questionnaire favour an increased role for all the
Future Capital participants and the National Agencies in particular to inform, advise and
monitor Future Capital participants.

• In line with information on various possibilities of finding sources of funding in addition to the
Future Capital grant, informing the Future Capital participants on the possibilities of
extending their Future Capital projects would be very useful.
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Conclusion
This Future Capital study was intended exclusively for Future Capital participants for the period
from January 1999 to September 2000.  It has a dual objective.  Starting with the questionnaires
received, it intends to measure firstly the impact of a Future Capital project on the ex-
volunteers' lives and secondly to evaluate the institutional implementation of the Future Capital
action in order to identify its strengths and weaknesses starting with the relationships between
the ex-volunteers and all the European Voluntary Service participants.

In this conclusion we take into account the outstanding facts of this study and also the resultant
proposed recommendations in order to explore some ideas to improve the implementation of the
Future Capital action.

Ex-volunteer participants in Future Capital

The Future Capital participants who responded to the questionnaire are mainly female with an
average age between 23 and 24, which is greater than that of the European Voluntary Service
volunteers who responded to the Future Capital questionnaire.  The majority are still at or have
finished College/University and in particular have had a (very) positive and richly educational
experience through a "long-term" EVS.

Recommendations:

• Given the attention which should be directed towards disadvantaged young people to facilitate
their participation in the Youth Programme, some thoughts on this subject would be
appropriate: "How to improve access to Future Capital for EVS ex-volunteers who have not
been to College/University?"

• It would be useful to mention the age limit in the European Commission's "guidelines" on the
implementation of Future Capital.

• To ensure that young people who have had a less positive voluntary work experience are not
discouraged and also benefit from the opportunities offered by Future Capital.

• Some thoughts on how to give priority to and encourage Future Capital grant applications
from ex-volunteers who carried out "short-term" projects are also conceivable.

The Future Capital grant application

The young people who were the first to benefit from this action heard about it for the first time
mainly in their sending countries.  80% of them found the grant application form easy to fill in,
while the remaining 20% encountered the following difficulties:

1. a general lack of experience in planning and budget preparation in particular;

2. a lack of information and advice;

3. a lack of clarity and precision on the form and its availability only in English;

4. difficulty in obtaining the form.
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Recommendations:

• For the sake of better publicity regarding the initiative, a general information campaign on
Future Capital should be developed at all stages of the European Voluntary Service project:
initial training, EVS project development, evaluation seminars halfway through and at the
end.  The more information is disseminated in advance, the more time the volunteer has to
reflect and the more likely he/she is to find help and advice from his/her associates.

• The organisations and National Agencies in the host countries have an equally important role
to play, especially for ex-volunteers who carry out their Future Capital projects in their host
countries.

• In order to avoid discouraging ex-volunteers who wish to submit a Future Capital project but
do not know how to start, the National Agencies could implement workshops to help with the
grant application and also for project management training. 

• The information and monitoring work, which must be provided by the National Agencies and
the sending/host organisations, is essential.  The success of the Future Capital projects
depends partly on their capacity to disseminate information on Future Capital and to respond
to the personal requests of ex-volunteers in advance.

• The grant application form must be available on the European Commission's Europa server in
the 11 official languages of the European Union.  It should be available in paper and
electronic format and not just from the National Agencies.  For example, we could imagine
that it would be available from all the local liaison offices, the sending/host organisations,
during each initial training session, each evaluation session halfway through and at the end of
European Voluntary Service.

• A "Future Capital" practical guide could be created.  It would contain various examples of
Future Capital project budgets and would allow exact quantification of some expenses.  This
guide would be available at least in EN/FR/DE in paper and electronic format, available for
downloading from the websites of the National Agencies and the European Commission.  It
could also accompany the Future Capital grant application form.

The National Agency response and the first grant instalment

Three quarters of the ex-volunteers who responded to the questionnaire received a response
from their National Agencies within 2 months or less, while the others had to wait longer,
sometimes up to 5 months.  Half of the Future Capital participants who responded to the
questionnaire had to wait at least two months to receive the first grant instalment and 14% did
not receive anything from their National Agencies for 5 months.

Recommendations:
• Keeping the response period from the National Agency to a minimum (less than 3 months) is a

guarantee of successful development of a Future Capital project.

• When selecting projects, priority could be given to Future Capital projects to be developed in
the host country of the ex-volunteer in order to avoid him/her having to pay expenses out of
his/her own pocket.

• The emphasis shall be on informing ex-volunteers so that they are aware of the
timetable for selection but also for the publication of results and initial funding from
the moment they prepare their grant applications.

• The payment deadlines for the first Future Capital grant instalment should be as short as
possible.
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• In order to avoid difficult situations for the Future Capital participants, would it be
conceivable to release all or part of the first instalment (almost) immediately after the
decision to award the grant?  Or would it be possible to envisage a mechanism to extend the
award of subsistence costs to the volunteers whose Future Capital projects have been
accepted? 

The Future Capital project

72% of the Future Capital participants who responded to the questionnaire are carrying out or
have carried out non-profit-making Future Capital projects.  54% of the Future Capital
projects of the ex-volunteers who responded to the questionnaire are classified in category P1,
30% in category P2 and 14% in category P3.  The average Future Capital budget total of the
ex-volunteers who responded to the questionnaire is €6680.  12 participants had a Future
Capital budget equal to the grant awarded.  Furthermore, 38% of the Future Capital grants
awarded to the ex-volunteers who responded to the questionnaire are in the highest tranche
(€4500-5072).  Buying materials represented the most significant utilisation of the Future
Capital grant, with food and accommodation the main expenditure of the Future Capital
projects.
Recommendations:

• In order to place a Future Capital project in a local context and to comply with the co-funding
principle of the Future Capital grant, the "Future Capital" Guide could also include a
separate list for each participating country of the existing possibilities for public or private
funding, financial or otherwise and also potential sources of information. 

• An information campaign by the National Agencies and the European Commission towards
public/private organisations, regional authorities and foundations that award grants to young
project managers would allow better integration of Future Capital into the existing support
mechanisms in the countries participating in the programme.

• Classification of a Future Capital project in one of the three priorities is a difficult exercise
because these projects often combine several aspects, phases and criteria so that they could
almost be part of two priorities.  Furthermore, in light of the conclusions of the Dresden
seminar in 1999, several National Agencies are asking the European Commission to clarify
the Future Capital criteria.  At national level, they have not hesitated to implement their own
guidelines.

• For the sake of transparency, a list of capital goods and services eligible for a Future Capital
grant, should appear in the Future Capital user guide and on the grant application form.

• Ex-volunteers who carry out their Future Capital projects in their host countries have to use a
large part of their grant for food and accommodation, expenses which those who develop their
projects at home do not necessarily incur.  Where the grant is equal, the former appear at a
disadvantage compared to the latter.  Would it be possible to extend the food/accommodation
allocation provided during European Voluntary Service to Future Capital participants who
remain in their host countries?

• Future Capital is a personal initiative born of a private idea and for which the participant is
entirely responsible.  The National Agencies must at all costs avoid recovery of Future
Capital for the benefit of the sending/host organisation.

• It is also necessary to ensure that Future Capital does not allow the employment of an ex-
volunteer in the sending/host organisation to be concealed.
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Help and advice received upon implementation of the Future Capital project

53% of the ex-volunteers who responded to the questionnaire received help and advice upon
implementation of their Future Capital projects which came mainly from the National Agencies
and the sending organisations.

Recommendations:

• Upon implementation of the Future Capital project, all European Voluntary Service
participants and in particular the National Agencies that are supposed to make a
representative available to Future Capital participants have an essential role in helping and
advising.  Fast and efficient help often determines the quality of the project and also its
influence within the local community.

• The role of the sending and host organisations in helping and advising should be
increased because they maintain closer relationships with the volunteers than the
National Agencies, which are often situated in the capital of the participating country.
For this purpose, as emphasised by the National Agencies during their Dresden
meeting in 1999, the organisation of project management training sessions aimed at
sending/host organisations and the local liaison offices is conceivable so that they can
then disseminate their knowledge to the ex-volunteers in their country.

• The exchange of experience and good practice at national and European level appears to us
to be important and would permit Future Capital project tutors and Future Capital advisors
in National Agencies to improve the quality of the help and advice they give.

Other sources of funding

The number of ex-volunteers who responded to the questionnaire and who found one or more
other sources of funding is roughly equal to the number of Future Capital participants who
responded to the questionnaire and who did not obtain any.  The ex-volunteers who responded
to the questionnaire found very diverse sources of funding as follows:

- private (family, friends, business, NGO, foundation) or public (local authority, national
institution) origin,

- from European Voluntary Service participants (sending/host organisations) or other unrelated
sources.

Recommendations:

• The role of all the participants to give information on any additional sources of funding for
Future Capital projects is essential.  If they are well trained, they can give high-quality
information and advice to Future Capital participants.

• In order to place a Future Capital project in a local context and comply with the co-funding
principle of the Future Capital grant, the guide20 (containing specific examples of budgets and
permitting exact quantification of a number of expenses) could also include a list of all
potential sources of public or private funding in each participating country.

• An information campaign by the National Agencies and the European Commission towards
private/public organisations, regional authorities and foundations, which award grants to
young project managers, would permit better integration of Future Capital in the existing
support mechanisms in the countries participating in the programme.

                                                
20 See the recommendations under question B-18.
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The impact of Future Capital on ex-volunteers' lives

Carrying out a Future Capital project within two years following the end of the European
Voluntary Service is an experience, which a large majority of the ex-volunteers who responded
to the questionnaire welcome.  The Future Capital action actually adds an undeniable bonus to
the period of voluntary work.  The grant has allowed some participants to realise their dreams
and give life to ideas which they have sometimes had in mind for a long time.  The action also
favours the formation of additional "skills and knowledge" capital in relation to the European
Voluntary Service, qualifications, which the ex-volunteers who responded to the questionnaire
think will be useful in their professional and/or academic futures.  On the human level, the
Future Capital action plays a significant role in the same way as the European Voluntary
Service since it strengthens the sense of initiative, capacity to develop a project from start to
finish, independence and self-confidence of the participants who responded to the questionnaire.
Whilst young people on European Voluntary Service are part of a team working on a project,
Future Capital participants are entirely responsible for their actions this time.  Without any
doubt, such a change, which is not always easy, far from it, is an important stimulus in the ex-
volunteers' lives.

The difficulties, which the ex-volunteers who responded to the questionnaire encountered
throughout their Future Capital projects have been numerous.  Once overcome, they allowed the
participants to feel better equipped and more confident.  However, some ex-volunteers
sometimes could not face these obstacles, which jeopardised the realisation of their Future
Capital projects.  We are already aware of the difficulties with the grant application.  The
difficulties encountered during the interim phase awaiting the response and payment of the first
grant instalment and during project implementation are as follows:

1. lack of information and advice,

2. inadequate relationships with the National Agency and the sending and/or host organisations,

3. response period from the National Agency and period before payment of the first grant
instalment are too long,

4. the obligation to spend money in advance and, in some cases, the buying of materials refused
by the National Agency,

5. lack of marketing funds to promote Future Capital projects

6. inadequate language skills

Recommendations:

• An increased supervisory role for informing, advising and monitoring Future Capital
participants by all Future Capital participants and the National Agencies in particular is
highly desirable.

• In line with the information on the various potential sources of funding in addition to the
Future Capital grant, informing the Future Capital participants on the possibilities of
extending their Future Capital projects would be very useful and should be mentioned in the
"Future Capital Guide".
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Annexes

Annex 1: The questionnaire

SOS - Questionnaire

FUTURE CAPITAL
European Voluntary Service

If you wish to receive a copy of this questionnaire by e-mail please contact luis.amorim@sosforevs.org

Who we are

The Structure of Operational
Support (SOS) for the European
Voluntary Service (EVS) assists
the European Commission with
the implementation of the EVS
programme. We help volunteers,
sending and host organisations,
as well as National Agencies
participating in the EVS. 

One of our main roles is to
monitor the impact and
development of the EVS. This is
done through a number of
different means such as: studies,
visits, statistics, etc.

About this study

The current questionnaire, that you are kindly asked to fill in, is one of
the many ways in which we can obtain information about the EVS and,
in this particular case, about the Future Capital action. This
questionnaire has been sent to all the ex-volunteers who have carried
out, or are currently carrying out, a Future Capital project. With it, we
hope to increase our own awareness of the potential and challenges that
this action represents to those who take part in it. 

 Your opinion is fundamental because you are the one who can
tell us in detail what it felt like to apply for Future Capital and
how you carried it out. The results of this questionnaire will
help us improve this action in the future. Of course, a
questionnaire is not the only way to obtain information from
you. If you feel like contacting us directly to share your
opinions and perspectives on Future Capital, you are most
welcome. Please use the contact information at the end of this
form to do so. 

We are sorry that this questionnaire is only available in English. Please
do not hesitate to contact us if you have any doubts about it, we will be
happy to be of assistance. You can also use any other EU language
you are more familiar with, to answer this questionnaire’s open
questions.
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A Glossary

You can find in this table a small
list of words and expressions
with their respective
explanations to help you to
clarify some of the questions.
Maybe you are already familiar
with these expressions, but
nevertheless have a look at this
Glossary before starting to fill in
the questionnaire.

National Agency: the office that in each country, on
behalf of the European Commission, manages the
implementation of the Youth programme (of which the
EVS is one of the actions).

Sending Organisation: the organisation where you applied
for the EVS and that prepared and sent you abroad.

Host Organisation: the organisation where you developed
your EVS project.

Decentralised strand: part of the EVS programme that
takes place at bilateral level and is managed by the National
Agencies.

Centralised strand: part of the EVS programme that takes
place at multilateral level and is managed directly by the
European Commission.

to start questionnaire
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AA))  AA  ffeeww  ppeerrssoonnaall  ddeettaaiillss  aabboouutt  yyoouurrsseellff

1. You are… 1.1Male 1.2 Female 

2. What is your nationality? ………………………

3. How old were you when you applied for Future Capital? ………….. years

4. Your Future Capital project:

4.1 has finished 4.2 is still going on 4.3 has not yet started 

5. What level of education did you have when you applied to Future Capital? (please tick only 1 box)

5.1 had left school unfinished 
5.2 was still at school 
5.3 had finished school 
5.4 had left College/University unfinished
5.5 was still at College/University 
5.6 had finished College/University 

6. When you applied to Future Capital you were: (please tick only 1 box)

6.1 studying 
6.2 in a traineeship/stage 
6.3 employed 
6.4 unemployed 

7. If you were “unemployed” when you applied to Future Capital, you were:

7.1 actively looking for a job 
7.2 not actively looking for a job

8. How long was your EVS project? (please answer according to the planned duration, not the actual duration)

8.1 less than 6 months 
8.2 6 months 
8.3 between 6 and 12 months 
8.4 12 months 

9. Did you complete your EVS project?

9.1 completed less than half of the stay 
9.2 completed only half of the stay 
9.3 completed the planned stay 
9.4 stayed longer than planned 

10. What was your EVS sending country? ………………………………….

11. What was your EVS host country? ………………………………………

12. In which strand of the EVS did you participate?

12.1 decentralised 12.2 centralised 12.3 do not know 

13. How would you rate your EVS experience?

13.1 very bad 
13.2 bad 
13.3 average 
13.4 good 
13.5 very good 

BB))  AAppppllyyiinngg  ttoo  FFuuttuurree  CCaappiittaall
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14. How did you first hear about Future Capital? (please tick only 1 box)

14.1 through my Host Organisation  
14.2 through my Sending Organisation 
14.3 through my National Agency  
14.4 through a letter/brochure from the SOS 
14.5 through another ex-volunteer 
14.6 other  please tell us which: …………………………….

15. When did you apply to Future Capital?

15.1 immediately after the end of my EVS project 
15.2 between 1 and 4 months after my EVS project 
15.3 between 5 and 8 months after my EVS project 
15.4 between 9 and 12 months after my EVS project 
15.5 more than a year after my EVS project 
15.6 two years after my EVS project 

16. Where did you apply to Future Capital?

16.1 in my sending country 16.2 in my host country 16.3 in another country 

17. Did you find the Future Capital application form easy to fill in?

Yes No 

18. If your answer to the previous question was “No” please tell us why:

19. Who helped you with your Future Capital application? (please tick only 2 boxes)

19.1 my Host Organisation 
19.2 my Sending Organisation 
19.3 my National Agency 
19.4 another Future Capital participant 
19.5 the SOS 
19.6 an independent tutor/mentor
19.7 I did it alone
19.8 other  please tell us whom: ………………………………

20. If your answer to the previous question was “I did it alone”, how useful would it have been to have someone to help you?

20.1 not important 20.2 important 20.3 very important 

21. You developed/are developing your Future Capital project:

21.1 alone 21.2 with another ex-volunteer 

22. How long after applying did you receive the decision from the National Agency?

22.1 less than 2 months after
22.2 two months after
22.3 between 3 and 5 months after  
22.4 more than 5 months after

23. How long after the approval of your grant by the National Agency, did you receive the first instalment?

23.1 less than 2 months after  
23.2 between 3 and 5 months after  
23.3 more than 5 months after

24. What was the total of your Future Capital budget in Euro? 

 Euro (you can give total in your own currency but please mention which currency)
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25. What was the total of the Future Capital grant that you received in Euro? 

 Euro (you can give total in your own currency but please mention which currency)

26. What was your Future Capital grant mainly used for? (please tick only 2 boxes)

26.1 food & accommodation 
26.2 personal expenses
26.3 expert fees
26.4 buying of materials (computer, video-camera, etc.)
26.5 publication of materials (leaflets, posters, reports, etc.)
26.6 publicity
26.7 other  please tell us which: ……………………

CC))  AAbboouutt  yyoouurr  pprroojjeecctt

27. What was the main activity/theme of your host project? (please tick only 1 box)

27.1 Art and Culture 27.2 Environmental work 27.3 Historical Heritage protection 
27.4 Sports/Leisure time 27.5 Rural Development 27.6 Support to Migrants    
27.7 Health promotion 27.8 Support to Homeless           27.9 Media/Communications
27.10European issues 27.11 Equal opportunities 27.12 Anti-racism/xenophobia 
27.13 Youth information 27.14 Support to Elderly   27.15 Support to youth/children
27.16 Urban Development 27.17 Support to Disabled 27.18 Support to Unemployed    
27.19 Other please tell us which: .……………………………………………………………..

28. In which way was your Future Capital project linked to your previous EVS project?

28.1 directly linked 28.2 indirectly linked  28.3 not linked at all 

29. What was the nature of the Future Capital project you applied for/or developed?

29.1 non-profit-making activity 29.2 semi-profit-making activity 29.3 profit making activity 

30. Please describe in no more than 10 lines your Future Capital project (general context, activities, target groups,
duration):

DO NOT COMPLETE

30.1 P1            30.2 P2             30.3 P3 
 
31. Were you advised/or are you currently being advised on how to implement your Future Capital project?

Yes No 

32. If your answer to the previous question was “Yes” who was/or is this person?

32.1 a tutor/mentor from the National Agency 
32.2 a tutor/mentor from my Sending Organisation
32.3 a tutor/mentor from my Host Organisation 
32.4 a tutor/mentor from another organisation  what type of organisation: ……………………….
32.5 an independent tutor  please tell us in what context: …………………...
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33. How would you qualify the guidance received by this tutor/mentor?

33.1 very bad 
33.2 bad 
33.4 adequate 
33.5 good 
33.6 very good 

34. Were you able to obtain any other sources of funding apart from the Future Capital grant (please consider funding to refer
also to in-kind contributions: see examples in the footnote21)?

Yes No 

35. If your answer to the previous question was “Yes”, what were these other sources of funding (please consider funding to
refer also to in-kind contributions)? (please tick only 2 boxes)

35.2 funding from my Host Organisation 
35.1 funding from my Sending Organisation 
35.3 funding from a local authority 
35.4 funding from a national public institution 
35.5 funding from a foundation 
35.6 funding from a business 
35.7 funding from a bank 
35.8 funding from other sources  please tell us which: ……………………………..

DD))  TThhee  iimmppaacctt  ooff  FFuuttuurree  CCaappiittaall  

36. Please tell us, according to you, what was the added value of being able to do a Future Capital project after your EVS
project (please do not hesitate to add more pages if necessary):

Note: The following question applies only to those who have already finished their Future Capital project.

37. After doing an EVS project what extra benefits did you get from doing Future Capital? (please tick only 2 boxes)

37.1 it helped me to consolidate the skills that I had acquired during EVS 
37.2 it allowed me to obtain new professional skills 
37.3 it helped me to be more certain about my future professional choices 
37.4 it helped me to be more certain about my future academic choices 
37.5 it allowed me to find a job 
37.6 it allowed me to start my own business 
37.7 it allowed me to help out other people
37.8 other please tell us which: ……………………………

EE))  DDiiffffiiccuullttiieess  aanndd  OObbssttaacclleess

                                                
21 Examples: someone provided you with a computer or other materials, an office, accommodation or food, etc. for free, for you to develop
your project. Though they are not contributions in cash they also have financial value.
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38. What were the main difficulties that you encountered when applying and implementing
your Future Capital project? (please tick only 2 boxes)

38.1 lack of personalised support/help 
38.2 lack of other sources of funding 
38.3 lack of budgetary knowledge 
38.4 lack of experience
38.5 lack of information 
38.6 application was too difficult 
38.7 decision took too long
38.8 grant arrived too late
38.9 other  please tell us which: ……………………………...

39. If you had to deal with special difficulties, or if you wish to comment further on Future Capital and its impact on your
life, please do so below in more detail (please do not hesitate to add more pages if necessary):

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME AND EFFORT!

Please send us your answers BEFORE 17 NOVEMBER 2000, to: 

SOS for EVS, care of Luís Amorim, 
Quai aux Briques 76, B-1000 Brussels; 

or fax us to ++32-(0)2-549 55 99 (tel. ++32-(0)2-549 55 94). 
You can also e-mail us at luis.amorim@sosforevs.org 

A final request:

If you have any pictures, publications, posters, leaflets, magazine articles, web sites, etc. related to your Future
Capital project, we would be very happy to have a copy. Please send it to the address above with your completed
questionnaire. Thank you very much.
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Annex 2: Presentation of Data

PART A: A few personal details about yourself 

Question 1:

Are you …
Gender No. %

Male 24 32%
Female 50 68%
Total 74 100%

Question 2:

Table 2: What is your nationality?
Country No. %
Germany 14 19%
Austria 3 4%
Belgium 3 4%
Denmark 1 1%
Spain 6 8%
Finland 2 3%
France 13 18%
Greece 6 8%
Ireland 0 0%
Italy 15 20%
Luxembourg 0 0%
Netherlands 1 1%
Portugal 5 7%
United Kingdom 3 4%
Sweden 2 3%
Total 74 100%

Question 3

Table 3: How old were you when you applied for Future Capital?
Age No. %
Not specified 1 1%
19 years 1 1%
20 years 3 4%
21 years 8 11%
22 years 10 14%
23 years 4 5%
24 years 19 26%
25 years 13 18%
26 years 11 15%
27 years 3 4%
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28 years 1 1%
Total 74 100%
Average
age:

23 years and  9
months

 
Age No. %
Not specified 1 1%
< 20 years 1 1%
20-22 years 21 28%

23-25 years 36 49%
26-28 years 15 20%
Total 74 100%

Question A-4

Table 4: What is the current status of your Future Capital
project?  
Current status No. %
Project finished 35 48%
Project in progress 33 45%
Project not started 5 7%
Total 73 100%

Question A-5

Table 5: What level of education did you have when you
applied to Future Capital?
Level of education No. %
Had left school unfinished 2 3%
Was still at school 0 0%
Had finished school 14 19%
Had left College/University unfinished 7 9%
Was still at College/University 22 30%
Had finished College/University 29 39%
Total 74 100%

Question A-6

Table 6: What were you doing when you applied to
Future Capital?
Activity No. %
Studying 22 30%
In a
traineeship/stage 10 14%
Employed 13 18%
Unemployed 25 34%
Not specified 4 5%
Total 74 100%
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Question 7

Table 7: If you were unemployed, were you... 
 No. % de 26
Actively looking for a
job 22 85%
Not actively looking for
a job 4 15%
Total 26 100%

Question 8

Table 8: What was the planned duration of your EVS
project? 
Duration No. %
< 6 months 0 0%
6 months 37 50%
6-12 months 17 23%
12 months 18 24%
Not specified 2 3%
Total 74 100%

Question 9

Table 9: What was the actual duration of your EVS project?
Duration No. %
Less than half 0 0%
Half 5 7%
Complete stay 56 76%
Extended stay 13 18%
Total 74 100%

Question 10

Table 10: What was your sending
country? 
Country No. %
Germany 15 20%
Austria 3 4%
Belgium 3 4%
Denmark 1 1%
Spain 6 8%
Finland 2 3%
France 13 18%
Greece 6 8%
Ireland 0 0%
Italy 15 20%
Luxembourg 0 0%
Netherlands 1 1%
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Portugal 4 5%
United
Kingdom 3 4%
Sweden 2 3%
Total 74 100%

Question 11

Table 11: What was your host country?
Country No. %
Germany 10 14%
Austria 3 4%
Belgium 2 3%
Denmark 1 1%
Spain 7 9%
Finland 4 5%
France 4 5%
Greece 4 5%
Ireland 2 3%
Italy 9 12%
Luxembourg 2 3%
Norway 2 3%
Netherlands 0 0%
Portugal 1 1%
United Kingdom 16 22%
Sweden 3 4%
Programme
country 70 95%
Bosnia-
Herzegovina 1 1%

Palestine 1 1%
Peru 1 1%
Third country 3 4%
Not specified 1 1%
Total 74 100%

Question 12

Table 12: In which strand of the EVS did you
participate? 
Strand No. %
Decentralised 18 24%
Centralised 11 15%
Don't know 42 57%
Not specified 3 4%
Total 74 100%
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Question 13

Table 13: How would you rate your EVS experience? 
Quality No. %
Very bad 0 0%
Bad 1 1%
Average 6 8%
Good 18 24%
Very good 49 66%
Total 74 100%

PART B: Applying to Future Capital 

Question 14

Table 14: How did you hear about Future Capital?       
Through.....
 No. %
Sending Organisation 22 30%
National Sending Agency 19 26%
Host Organisation 10 14%
National Host Agency 3 4%
Letter/brochure from SOS & the
Commission 6 8%
Another volunteer 8 11%
Seminar 2 3%
Other 3 4%
Not specified 1 1%
Total 74 100%

Question 15

Table 15:  When did you apply to Future Capital?
 No. %
At end of my SVE project 18 24%
1-4 months after 17 23%
5-8 months after 20 27%
9-12 months after 5 7%
More than 1 year after 12 16%
2 years after 2 3%
Total 74 100%

Question 16

Table 16: Where did you apply to Future Capital?
Country No. %
Sending country 57 77%
Host country 13 18%
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Another country 4 5%
Total 74 100%

Question 17

Table 17: Did you find the application form easy to fill in?
 No. %
Easy 59 80%
Difficult 15 20%
Total 74 100%

Question 18

Table 18: What difficulties did you encounter? 
Difficulties/problems encountered No. %
Planning (budget) 6 35%
Lack of information/advice 2 12%
Form only in ENGLISH 3 18%
Internet access 2 12%
Form not very clear /vague 2 12%
Lack of clarity between Priorities P1-P2-P3 1 6%
Impossible to obtain money in advance 1 6%
Total 17 100%

Question 19

Table 19: Who helped you with your
application? 
Response rate 100%

 No. % of 74
Host Organisation 8 11%
Sending Organisation 

16 22%
National Agency 29 39%
SOS for EVS 0 0%
Another Future
Capital participant 3 4%
Independent tutor 8 11%
I did it alone 25 34%
Other 9 12%

Question 20

Table 20: If you did it alone, how useful would it have been to have someone to help
you?  

Response rate  34%
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 No. % of 34
Not important 12 48%
Important 7 28%
Very important 6 24%
Total 25 100%

Question 21

Table 21: You developed/are developing your EVS project?  
 No. %
Alone 69 92%
With another ex-volunteer 4 5%
Not specified 2 3%
Total 75 100%

Question 22

Table 22: How long after applying did you receive the
decision from the National Agency?
Duration No. %
< 2 months 29 39%
After 2 months 27 36%
3-5 months 10 13%
> 5 months 7 9%
Not specified 2 3%
Total 75 100%

Question 23

Table 23: How long after the approval of your project did you receive the first grant instalment?
Duration No. %
< 2 months 39 53%
3-5 months 21 28%
> 5 months 10 14%
Not specified 4 5%
Total 74 100%

Question 24

Table 24: What was the total of your Future Capital project budget? 
Amount in euro No. % Running total
< 1000 1 1% 500
1001-2000 2 3% 3033
2001-3000 2 3% 4652
3001-4000 6 8% 22409
4001-5000 23 31% 112134
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5001-6000 9 12% 50880
6001-7000 5 7% 32096
7001-8000 6 8% 43904
8001-9000 2 3% 16804
9001-10000 2 3% 19191
> 10000 8 11% 135265
Not specified 8 11%
Total 74 100% 440868
Average amount   6680

Amount in euro No.
Running

total
Sum per threshold

point  
Not specified 8

500 1 500 500
1453 1 1453
1580 1 1580 3033
2152 1 2152
2500 1 2500 4652
3254 1 3254
3500 1 3500
3784 1 3784
3878 1 3878
3993 1 3993
4000 1 4000 22409
4178 1 4178
4465 1 4465
4500 1 4500
4573 2 9146
4938 1 4938
4950 1 4950
4958 1 4958
4999 1 4999
5000 14 70000 112134
5113 1 5113
5214 1 5214
5500 1 5500
5522 1 5522
5564 1 5564
5967 1 5967
6000 3 18000 50880
6197 1 6197
6225 1 6225
6250 1 6250
6674 1 6674
6750 1 6750 32096
7041 1 7041
7150 1 7150
7230 1 7230
7336 1 7336
7372 1 7372
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7775 1 7775 43904
8000 1 8000
8804 1 8804 16804
9378 1 9378
9813 1 9813 19191

10064 1 10064
10226 1 10226
11000 1 11000
11238 1 11238
18030 1 18030
21707 1 21707
23000 1 23000
30000 1 30000 135265

Total 74 440868 440868

Amount in euro No. %
Running

total
< 1000 1 1% 500
1001-2000 2 3% 3033
2001-3000 2 3% 4652
3001-4000 6 8% 22409
4001-5000 23 31% 112134
5001-6000 9 12% 50880
6001-7000 5 7% 32096
7001-8000 6 8% 43904
8001-9000 2 3% 16804
9001-10000 2 3% 19191
> 10000 8 11% 135265
Not specified 8 11%
Total 74 100% 440868
Average amount   6680

Amount in euro No. %
< 1000 1 1%
1001-2000 2 3%
2001-3000 2 3%
3001-4000 6 8%
4001-5000 23 31%
5000-7000 14 19%
7000-10000 10 14%
>10000 8 11%
Not specified 8 11%
Total 74 100%
Amount in euro No. %
<2000 3 4%
2000-4000 8 11%
4000-6000 32 43%
6000-8000 11 15%
8000-10000 4 5%
>10000 8 11%
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Not specified 8 11%
Total 74 100%

Question 25

Table 25: What was the total of your Future Capital grant? 
Amount in euro No. % Running total
< 1000 1 1% 350
1001-1500 2 3% 2243
1501-2000 1 1% 1790
2001-2500 2 3% 5000
2501-3000 3 4% 8205
3001-3500 7 9% 23888
3501-4000 15 20% 57555
4001-4500 4 5% 17212
4501-5072 28 38% 139044
Not specified 11 15%
Total 74 100% 255287
Average amount   4052

Amount in euro No. %
Not specified 11 15%
0-2500 6 8%
2501-3750 17 23%
3750-5000 40 54%
Total 74 100%

Amount in euro No.
Running

total
Sum per threshold

point
Not specified 11

350 1 350 350
1081 1 1081
1162 1 1162 2243
1790 1 1790 1790
2500 2 5000 5000
2700 1 2700
2744 1 2744
2761 1 2761 8205
3254 1 3254
3300 1 3300
3334 1 3334
3500 4 14000 23888
3659 2 7318
3717 1 3717
3741 1 3741
3750 2 7500
3751 1 3751
3784 1 3784
3873 1 3873
3878 1 3878
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3993 1 3993
4000 4 16000 57555
4133 1 4133
4165 1 4165
4449 1 4449
4465 1 4465 17212
4507 1 4507
4755 1 4755
4800 1 4800
4842 1 4842
4990 1 4990
5000 20 100000
5032 1 5032
5046 1 5046
5072 1 5072 139044

Total 74 255287 255287

Question 26

Table 26: What was your Future Capital grant mainly used for?
Allocation No. % of 69

Food & accommodation 31 0,449275362
Personal expenses 15 0,217391304
Expert fees 4 0,057971014
Buying of materials 43 0,623188406
Publication of materials 14 0,202898551
Publicity 1 0,014492754
Other 20 0,289855072

Transport 8 0,115942029
Training costs, language courses 9 0,130434783

 No. % of 74
At least one response 69 93%
No response 5 7%
Total 74 100%

Sending Country Host Country
Future Capital Country 

Project Area 
Spain Ireland Germany Media/Communications
France Sweden United Kingdom Media/Communications
Italy France United Kingdom Education/Training
Greece Germany United Kingdom Media/Communications
Belgium France ? Art & culture
RTIE C: A propos de votre projet Capital Avenir

Question 27

Table 27: What was the main theme/activity of your host project? 
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Main activity of host project No. %
Art & culture 15 20%
Environmental work 8 11%

Support to disabled 8 11%
Support to children/youth 7 9%
European issues 6 8%
Other 6 8%
Youth information 5 7%
Sports & leisure time 4 5%
Health promotion 4 5%
Media & communications 4 5%
Rural development 2 3%
Not specified 2 3%
Support to Homeless 1 1%
Urban development 1 1%
Support to Unemployed 1 1%
Historical Heritage protection 0 0%
Support to Migrants 0 0%
Equal opportunities 0 0%
Anti-racism/xenophobia 0 0%
Support to Elderly 0 0%
Total 74 100%

Question 28

Table 28: In which way was your Future Capital project linked to your EVS project?
Link No. %
Directly linked 32 43%
Indirectly linked 35 47%

Not linked at all 3 4%
Not specified 4 5%
Total 74 100%

Question 29

Table 29: What was the economic nature of the Future Capital activity you
developed? 

Activity No. %
Non-profit-making 53 72%
Semi-profit-making 13 18%

Profit-making 2 3%
Not specified 6 8%
Total 74 100%
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Question 30

Table 30: Nature of Future Capital project activity. 
Priority Nature of activity No. % of 72
P 1 Cultural/sport/artistic activities 12 17%
 Creation of a NGO: EU information / cultural exchanges 12 17%

 Support to disadvantaged young people 11 15%

 
Information campaigns on health, the rights of a local
community  4 6%

 Promotional event for local products 1 1%
 Total P1 40 56%

P2
Training / creation of themed workshops leading to practical
application 9 13%

 Creation of a video/photography exhibition 5 7%
 Publication (book, study, report) on a general subject 4 6%
 Music distribution 2 3%

 
Information on EU programmes without creating an
association 2 3%

 Total P2 22 31%
P3 Creation of a website about EVS 4 6%
 Enrolment for courses/training (including higher education) 6 8%
 Total P3 10 14%
 Total 72 100%

Priority No. %
P1 40 54%
P2 22 30%
P3 10 14%
not indicated 2 3%
 74 100%

Question 31

Table 31:  Were you advised/are you currently being advised on how to
implement your project?
Help No. %
Yes 39 53%
No 31 42%

Not specified 4 5%
Total 74 100%

Question 32

Table 32: If "yes", who is this person?
 No. % of 36
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A tutor from the National Agency 16 44%
A tutor from the Sending
Organisation 8 22%
A tutor from the Host Organisation 

5 14%
A tutor from another organisation 4 11%
An independent tutor 3 8%
Total 36 100%

Question 33

Table 33: How do you rate the quality of his/her guidance? 
Quality No. %
Very bad 4 5%
Bad 1 1%

Adequate 10 14%
Good 16 22%
Very good 15 20%
Not specified 28 38%
Total 74 100%

Question 34

Table 34: Were you able to obtain any other sources of funding? 
 No. %
Yes 36 49%
No 32 43%

Not specified 6 8%
Total 74 100%

PART D: The Impact of Future Capital 

Question 35

Table 35: If yes, what were these other sources of
funding? 
Response rate No. %
At least 1 response 35 47%
No response 39 53%

Total 74 100%

Other  sources of funding No. % of 35

Business 4 11%
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Private money (volunteer-family-
friends) 8 23%
Host Organisation 6 17%
Sending Organisation 3 9%
Public institution 8 23%
Local authority 4 11%
Foundation 4 11%
Other NGO 6 17%
Other 3 9%
Bank 0 0%

Question 36

Table 36: Added value of Future Capital 
Nature of comments No. %
Positive 120 94%
Negative 7 6%

Total 127 100%

Added value No.

Capital for the future:  
Acquisition of new skills 21
More precise idea about academic / professional future 8
An added bonus for the job market 6
I have found work thanks to Future Capital 5
Total 40
My character is more defined:
Greater independence / responsibility / self-confidence 17
More enthusiasm and taste for challenges 9
Helping others is helping oneself 7
Total 33
Consolidation of skills acquired on European Voluntary Service 
Continuity with European Voluntary Service project 13
Opportunity to stay in the host country 5
Using skills and knowledge acquired during EVS. 4
Help with reintegration in sending country 2
Total 24
Realising a dream 23
Added value sometimes negative 7
Total 127

Question 37

Table 37: What is the extra benefit of Future Capital?
Response rate No. %
At least 1 response 46 62%
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No response 28 38%
Total 74 100%

Added value No. % of 46
Consolidation of EVS skills 21 46%
New skills 23 50%
More certain about future
professional choices 19 41%
More certain about future
academic choices 4 9%
I found a job 3 7%
I started my own business 5 11%
Helping others 15 33%
Other 6 13%
ARTIE E: Les difficultés et les obstacles

Question 38

Table 38: What  were the main difficulties encountered during your Future Capital project?
Response rate No. %
At least 1 response 59 80%
No response 15 20%
Total 74 100%

Obstacles & difficulties No. % of 59
Lack of personal support 13 22%
Lack of funds 17 29%
Lack of budgeting skills 20 34%
Lack of experience in general 20 34%
Lack of information 9 15%
Form too complex 1 2%
Late decision from National Agency 5 8%
Grant arrived too late 11 19%
Other 7 12%
Lack of time 2 3%

Question 39

Table 39:  If you had to deal with specific difficulties or if you wish to make further general
comments on Future Capital, its impact on your life, please do so in the space provided.
Response rate No. % of 59
At least 1 response 39 53%
No response 35 47%
Total 74 100%

Nature of comments No.
Positive 37
Negative 26
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Suggestions for improvement/ ideas for the future 9
Total 72

Nature of difficulties encountered No.
Lack of information & advice:
Project & budget planning 11
Insufficient help from the National Agency / sending & host
organisations 4

Total 15
Use of money:
Obligation to advance money 5
Buying of materials refused by the National Agency 3

Total 8
Other:
Marketing / publicity concerning the initiative 2
Inadequate language skills 1

Total 3
Total 26
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